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MONEY AND MONEY REFORMS . 
POLITICAL ECONOMY 
In  a debate in the English parliament over Sir Robert 
Peel's Bank Act of 1844, ' Gladstone remarked that "not 
even love has made so many fools of men as the pondering 
over the nature of money." 
Money has been a subject of debate from the time it 
became a necessary part of the economic relations of men. 
Particularly since the modern system, called capitalism, 
and its accompanying curse, thk industrial crisis, made 
\ 
their appearance, controversies over money bave been ad- 
vanced to major political issues. For the last two hundred 
years, literature on money, i ts  functions, defects and cures 
of defects have increased even faster than the use of money 
itself. 
Political economy, i. e., the science which treats with the 
laws governing production and distribution of goods, owes 
its development to this period also. This is natural because 
as long as goods were produced mainly for home consump- 
tion there were no mysteries- connected with the process 
except those furnished by nature, such as the. connection 
between the size of the crops and the amount of sunshine 
and rainfall. Such questions were largely left to theology 
until agronomy began to prdve more reliable. 
The  explanation of money is an integral part of the 
science of political economy because money itself is an in- 
tegral part of the system of distribution, which under the 
present economic system takes the form of exchange, i; e., 
- bu9ing and selling. All the differences of opinion. expressed 
i*t7h * 4 
.-f r i,~ ,&\@I , ~JW$~>J&~G 
in 'the miny theori y . owe . their origiq ' to clef&.&\: ';'$ 
in the. understanding ~f the system df productiop and dip '-'*" 
, ' '  here are several s 
prqaching the iubject differently and each reaching some- , 
what different canclusio~.  But thepcan all be reduced 
&ughli , to,  ti7vo : ( 1 ) the" Marxian or labor school and 
,/ (2) 'the capitalist school. ,Only the former lays claim to 
beidg. scientific or to have ' fully discovered and explained . 
- - the l q s  'governing production -and distribution. The latter .:-,: 
;4:3! as yet makes ,no claim to having become an exact science. , ;:+ 
. * 
!,. It is here that controversy still rages. But regardless of ', 
'.$ .division of opipion among -.the' many sixtions within the .: . 1 :  -
apita1ist schoil th& a 
ii sway off the mark. 
The Marxian schoo 
.when Karx. Marx c&e out with his first w 1 b e  on the. ' 
subject: A Contributioir to the Critique of ~ol i t i ca l  EGO* 
' om$. On the I basis q , af the . discoveries concerning M' law 
' governing pi4di~80tion' and d/i$trib~lti& made byc Ma=, th $4 
assertions were made that with >the development of prbduc ,+,: 
8 .  
. tive ability there would b e  a corresponding development of ' : - 
the scriousnesi and extent. of the induitrial crisis, bf gen- . . i< 
era1 ma& poverty in; relation to. 
plopent  and ~axiperism, that the 
:than population and wealth." 
Althoigh the correttness of the M 
as firmly as ever, the above predicted developments cannot , 
be denied in fact. It is on the basis of 1, this school that the 
present attempt to explain the-function of money ~ 3 1  be 
/ 
made. 
S L i W L W A L \ U  \ - - . , p J z t u A V f i  &q 
h d a y  commerce has become an &%or- system, com- 
plex and vatiegated. It has local spheres, national- spheres 
and international spheres. ' There i s  a ' difference between . \ 
the function qf &oney at the corner grocery store in the , .  / -  
cash purchase of sugar, I coffee or siap and its functiok in . 
. the,. large commercial. banks in the discounting of bills. 
So also does it take on a different function when it is used 
? I  
to set& & sy I+<. a $ ; ~ f i $ ~ $ f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $ [ ~ b $ ~ $ ~ c e  jh*,gJ .,-,. <: :gs ,.>I 3 ,  , 
of 
. T o  wade throua,  &e enormous labyrint ommerce , 
' J  and to discover the how !and the why of the behavior of . 
. money in all its different forms and furictions would be - 
,& impossibility. It i~ the atteinpt on the-part of the money , 
- refdrmers to do just this. and theh reach their conclusions - 
'before' they get half under way with their irivestigation that 
'1, brings foith all the "simple" cures which they are so well 
Happxly there is an easier way. Money has not always , .. , - 
. . 
.mistedh,in the many diffprmt f&ms- or seryed in as many .. ' . 
. different spheres as it d& , kbday. Money, histoyically, h& 
had a ilegin*i&. X f  we can .get a clear ,picture of money - 
, and--of -its esseqtial chara~teri~tics in this its early and simple 
., heginning and then follow8it 'up. through i t s  development 
. jwg I*-:\ rn- yI ; ~ F I P ~ ( -  I, ' . 
i .  its present height, ,the plystew is sqivg. !$ i4,,> +.--Jt3. .i ipB9 ,) ,A , , 
. . It is .now gerieraiilly agreed' that the hman race did not 
' 
- .  ' .come directly oqt of the' Garden of Eden into a commerciil' ., 
# < 
. .,world.... It has been pretty well established that a long 
-"Gdutiobary . . pr&ess has taken place from . primitive com- 
- 
- rnunal or tribal society up p t 9  the !'rugged jn'divid- 
UillisticO makeup. In  the -- ga?likst, forms of tribal society 
' .  
, '  ..i , b y  , rt! 8 y3 $$ ;( pi;>! ,$,$ i 
8 #ky d,,tii* -~.~=?!'$k:& 
. \ / . . J -' 
- where h'unting and fishirig were the main. occupations and . 
. ?  
' p;obided the source of livelihood, no exchange took place. , .  : 
' Later when domestication of animals and the crude begin- - 
nings of agriculture'began to add  to man's means of sub- ~ 9 
sistence, occasional exchanges of ~urplus tocks took place, not - j 
,;! between individuals, but between tribes. such exchanges : ,.{ 
5 
soon began ' to prove beneficial, tp the parties. concerned. At  . - E  ' 
- : - on6 place animals could be raised more easily, at anather - ' .:<, 
grain or other ag$icultural products were easier produced. 
U 
A '  
An exchange would- allow both sections the advantage of 
the easier means of production. A 
, 
1 .  
i This saving in time and effort became'the foundation 
f o r  the further increase in exchanges and further division ' ..1; 
of labor. From the exchange of an occasional surplus to a 
general exchange of goods based on' an increasing division 
of labor was a natural development. But with this devel- 
opment inconveniences would also grow up which needed 
solution. A community or tribe, and later an individual, 
d j  %, 
wopld be producing more and more of one kind of goods . ,.,' 
for exchange but would a t  the same time need several kinds 
in return to satisfy his or its own wants. It became diffi- . ,*+. 
. . ' cult to find the person or group who had a surplus of \ 
: 
what one needed and who at  the same time needed in re- ,.- 
,L 8 
turn the specific article offered. Some article that was of *+ 
, 'L 
such , a  nature that it 'had a general use, or was wanted \& -% 
generally, and at the same time was not too hard to trans- 
port from place to place, gradually began to function asRa , -: 
1 ,  
-, medium of exchange. 
One1 would take this article in return for his own with 
the k'no~ledge that he could use i t  again to -acquire what 
he needed. The article which would best serve tn this c a - ~ ~  
pacity would be different from time to time and from place 
S 
to place. Thus, in the noinadic or  herding penod, cattle 
, were given a new function. Beside sewing as an impor- 4 
tant source for food and clothing by providing milk, meat 
and hidq ; and ' transportation by carrying burdens, they 
: now also served as a means of exchange, as first crude 
, form of money. In  America in the colonial period tobacco ., 
served to- some extent .in the s k e  capacity. 
]gut right here a problem of the, utmost importance pre- 
sents itself: When the exchange of things develips to the 
point where it gets beyond the mere exchange of an occa- 
'-sional surplus, and begins to include a part of man's needs, ! 
it become important not only to get panething needed in 
retul-d for the article one has f i r  disposal, but also to obtain , 
a large enough quantity. How much of .some -other goods . . 
I get for a certain, quantity. of my own ? It ?s hbt only . I 
a question of getting &hat I need; it is also a question of 
how much. ' A farmer who pLduces for. home consumption, 
bpt who'jhappens to have a surplus of grain and a shortage 
I 
of potatoes would-'be willing to exchange a quantity of his . 
. -surplus grhin for. a quantity of potatoes, without being too 
.  articular about the exact amount. But once ,that sax& 
farmer -. has become a .producer of grain only, and has ta . 
exchange to satisfy a1L his other wants the matter of 
quantity becomes of the utmost importance. His  very ex- . 
' jstence now will depend on what quantities of other goods. 
. he is able to get. in ,exchange for his grain. His existend 
as a grain producer will of course depend on whether or not 
he is to obtain more of the many different things he 
.lne%!ds 'by specializing in grain production for exchange, . 
I - ~ h ~ " g r q , y 4  ~ t n ' b  2 8Ffi;t, ;" 
$ , v'd,+ $ , *Q. 4t 4 * 3 > . #  $;$::F @.fi%' ",+ 
f ' > I * A&;") 
;-A! ,jM!&Mt&q 
he would if hi' the many dif fercnt things 
' 
. hiaself; , g ~ ~ a < y m  
Thiy probl quantities at which . , '  
, . . 'different has lopg be& get- 
' 
. - 
. .  I tled - by ,the process of exchange itself, but the lag., &ch 
+. underlies and .establishes thee quantities 6 ,not so easily . ' 
'* 
discovered. Already i'n . a n c i ~ l t  Greece, ~iistotle put thi . ' . 
-question: ''What is it that makes eight beds equal to,: *or ' -  
e~changeablle with, one house istbtle was able to see i t  
- . the problem and put the que t he w a , q ~ t  able to 
answer it. He said that, ?ctually there was ,'b8'iequality, . (  
that the. exchange relation hid mmely been estsrblisked* , 
. i 
foi-convenience A sake through 'c~stom. g& ,( &,:: hb$i$qj +id ,; - ?%*\< 
&$t was only after the great revival of trading toward the . 
a ehd Bf the feudal period that this question t& on impor- , 
' .  tance and grad'ually began to be answered by .the eonof , 
8 .  
a 'mists. , By ,the, 18th ixntury it l i m e  pretty 411 #agreed 
that i<was.the am~unt 'of -labor incorporated in. the differ-, .+ -
ent articles offered for exchanke that made them cornmen- 
surable, or gave to all the' different kinds of goods .a qhlity 
' 
- 6f 'eqia~ity when taken jn proper proportions. 
, 
* g@g$:&.\ 
. - Thus in 1721 Benjamin Frmklm said: "By labor may' , _  .:- 
. - yilue. of silver be well p other things. , 
I 5' * ,, . , "j4'.'" 7 
* 3 
. ' k  - . . As, suppose ,one man. employed*:t&"'t'ai$e corn, while !another .. ' 
- .  
'is digging and refining silver; at the yea>s en$, or at, any :;?@ 
dthei- p&iod of time, the. madlete. , prOdyce. of corn, a d  -' 
, . *kt- of silver, ire thi na&ral pribe of, lach other .and . if I 
a 
.one be ketty bushels, and the other .twenty.ou&ces, then: , 
,in ounce of .that silver* .is worth the 'libor of hising a 
, '  'bushe$ of that grain:" Here ~iiZn)rlin also 'goes on-.to &OW , . 
' ' -how; a change 61. - p r o d ~ ~ t i v i ~  t~!af feCti&g one .or the othcr - . 
. . 1 ( ,. , 2,. $& v,, ;'f;g$J+;/;,,;: ,> ::$;{ ;*. 'w' 
- 1% $, ,*&4 . /+ t.,,.~ki~LS.*:l:;t;:!~~ ~j{&$>$?;+$.f;f$j f13. .,:ap!, I j -$$f~yq, ;s tri - I . ,+ .\v$$ gif+ . r q, 3 P, ,#) J,?, 
p$ ~ & d  ;< :;;$$-?(;,,?+ l i ; & , ,  * ?&*;$;  ti&$\<;! &2$y &&* ,- 
of the two products also will affect their exchange rela- 
tion: "Now if by the discovery of some nearer, more 
easy or plentiful mines, a man may get forty ounces of 
silver as easily as formerly he did twenty, and the same 
labor is still required to raise twenty bushels of corn, then 
two ounces of silver will be worth no more than the same 
labor of raising one bushel of corn, and that bushel of 
corn will be as cheap at two ounces as it was at one." 
This labor theory of the equality of different kirids of 
goods or the labor theory of vdue established in the 18th 
century was finally reduced to a more exact science by 
Karl Marx when he pointed out both the difference and 
the equality in all labor. Thus the labor of the corn raiser 
is different from that of the silver miner, the labor of a 
carpenter is different from that of a tailor, etc. But in 
one respect all labor is equal, it takes time and humitn 
energy. It is this last named quality of labor, the part that 
is equal in all endeavors, the time element and the wear 
and tear on hum& energy which gives to different articles 
a measure of equality or value. 
There is one qualification in relation to this measuring 
rod underlying dl exchange relations. Value creating labor 
must be socially necessary. Articles produced must be of 
a kind for which t h m  is a demand and the labor must 
be of average intensity. If articles are produced for which 
there is no demand, it becomes a total waste of human 
energy, the labor was socially unnecessary and created no 
value. If articles for which there is a demand are pro- 
duced, but with a slower rate of speed than that prevailing 
for the time and place, as for example, if one reverted 
to hand production after machine production. has become 
9 
the prevailing method, there is a partial waste of human 
energy. Such articles will have value not in relation to 
the labor time actually expended on them but only up to 
the wnount required under the prevailing method of pro- 
duction. 
Let us now come back to our problem of exchange. We 
followed the development of exchanges until the need for 
a medium asserted itself. We noted that such a medium 
had to be an article of general use, something that people 
wanted, and it had to be of such a nature that it could 
be moved about from place to place. Now we have seen 
how the value relation took on importance and what this 
value relation is. Nobody would like, nor can he well 
afford to give a larger portion of his own labor in return 
for somebody's lesser portion. T o  get as 'much as' pos- 
sible. and give as little as possible in return is everybody's 
desire, but the practice of trading decrees equality on the 
average. And so the article that is to serve as a medium 
of exchange must be able to express this equality, it must 
be a measure of value. In  other words, one who has an 
article for exchange does not desire to part with anything 
of value, anything that it has taken him time and energy 
to product, rather he desires to exchange it for something 
of equal value but of a different use. Instead of doing 
this in one transaction by a direct barter he has been forced 
to do it by two. He sells his article for money and then 
with the money turns around and buys the thing he needs. 
His first act, the sale, is only half of what he intends to do, 
the last act, the purchase, completes the transaction, but 
this last part would have bem impossible if the money had 
not been good, in other words the money would have to 
contain value or it would not serve as a means of purchase. 
, fi ;.: 
In  these early and simple transactions we now already ' T 
see developing the two main functions of money: ( 1 ) a 
medium of exchange and (2) a measure of value. Although 
money has many other attributes which we shall analyze 
as we go along, these two are of such importance that they 
aeserve further observation. It is in serving in this dual 
capacity of a medium of exchange and a measure of value 
that one kind of articIe after another has assumed the fun& 
tion of money only to be discarded again in favor of some 
other kind which experience proved more suitable. ,Through 
this process 'of elimination and the survival of the fittest, 
gold today stands, the world over, as the money commodity, 
as the article best suited for use as money. 
I t  has already been noted that the article which could 
serve as a medium of exchange had to be an article or 
general use, something which people would want generally. 
It also had to be something which could be transported 
from place to place without too much difficulty. Further, 
one need not study the problems of exchange very deeply 
before he will discover other necessary or desirable qualities 
for a suitable medium of exchange. . .. 
Such an article is not intended for immediate consump 
tion. It must be passed on in an endless itream bf ex- 
changes. Milk would be no good, it sours : and spoils too 
fast; even cows get old and die after a few - years. As a 
measure of value other qualities .are essential. ' The  article 
itself must first of all contain value; but, preferably, value 
packed into small bulk in order to facilitate its transporta- 
tion and storage. Hay has value as it is a needed article 
for fodder and takes human labor to cut, cure, and pack ;*. 
But it is too bulky. A day's labor in hay would have to be 
hauled to the store, It could not be carried in the purse, 
and the cash registers would have to be differently con- 
structed. Much value, or much necessary labor packed 
' into small bulk, is a desirable attribute of the articfe that :;; 
is to serve as money. Then there is the need for divisibility. 
A person sells one article or one kind ,of articles. He needs ' 
several khds in return, each of which varies in value. Cows 1 ;  
could not serve well as small change because they could , ;', 
5 ,  
not be cut up into pieces without being destroyed as cows. 
Metal, on the other hand, can be cut to any desired size, 
particularly the softer kinds that .are more easily melted 
and moulded. 
Uniformity of value is another desirable quality for a 
suitable measure of value. Cattle varies in value from head 
to head. T o  &timate the value of an article in cows, the 
size, age and other qualities of the cows had to be con- 
sidered. The  precious metals are much more unifor-m in 
value. An ounce of gold is always twice the value of half 
an ounce, once the purity or fineness is established. I 
All these qualities: utility, compactness of value, porta- 
bility, indestructibility, uniformity of value, are needed in 
the money commodity.. The precious metals, and finally 
among them gold, have proven to be best equipped with 
these! and have therefore forced themselves to the front as 
the recognized money of the world,, and this in spite of 
all the ravings of ,money reformers that a small clique of ?: 
gold owners have forced their commodity into its enviable 
p i t i o n  of the money commodity, with resultant suffering 
to the rest of mankind. 
Today money is4- surrounded with a great &a1 of mystery. 
It seems to have powers almost uncanny. It can win wars, 
ruin nations, change the &urse of justice, and, as Columbus 
has said: "By means of gold even admission to Heaven may 
be gained- for souls:' This seeming limitless power of 
money as well as the actual limits of such power can also 
bek be observed by following its development from its 
earliest beginning. As exchanges became more numeious it 
also k a m e  more irnportabr to watch out that the amount 
of goods rectived was of sufficient quantity to compensate 
for the goods alienated. The. power .that money has today 
began to show itself; and this even before money had a 
chance to develop. 
Two persons confront each other with . different articles 
for exchange. Each attemp'ks to get as much as he possibly 
cari in return for his own article. ~ a c h  sees .in the amount 
he is actually ' able to obtain a measure of the value of 
his owi product. For each, the other fellow's produce 
becomes the measuring rod for the value of his own. As 
one kind of article gradually takA on the function of an 
exchange medium and becomes the recognized measuring 
rod it is in the hmds of the purchaser. The conflict df 
'interest existing betwem two making an exchange now be- 
comes a gene'ral conflict betweeti sellers and purchasers, but - 
the deciding power seems to have bee* lodged in the mc- 
dium of exchange rather than in its possessor and soon it 
gives rise to a new development. 
The medium of exchange, evolved to faditate the ex- 
change of goods between producers, now becomes a tern- 
porary aim in itself. The  seller obtains the money. H e  
needs several items in return, but not all the same day. He 
retains part of the money for use later on. Each exchange 
transaction, each sale and purchase becomes split up, a 
sale tod'ay, a part pu;chase tomorrow, the rest at a future 
date. This will cause delay in further sales. T h e  pos- 
sessor of money feels that he has the power to obtain what 
he wants and 'when he wants it. The  possessor of goods 
has something he does not need, but without the sale he 
cannot obtain what he does need. T o  poses  money be- 
comes a favorable position. Some people by careful man- 
agement are able to retain part of the money after each 
sale. They become savers and hoarders of money. Others 
are not able to do as well. Some are badly in need of 
money before they have anything to sell or before they 
are able to make the sale. 
These make contact with those who have saved and 
hoarded money and obtain loans, and a new class division 
is established. A class of creditors and a class of debtors 
develop. The creditors have found a new way of increas- 
ing their stock of money by lending it at interest. The 
debtors learn, to their sorrow, that interest and principal 
' 
are often hard to pay; at times it is impossible. The  cred- 
itors being in the more favorable position made the rules 
concerning lending policies, rates of interest, repayments 
of principal, and penalties Tor defaulting. Such rules -were 
strict, penalties severe and enforcement cruel. Loss of all 
property, and often of personal liberty, by being sold into 
slavery, were often results from inability to pay debts. The 
creditor class became hated and despised as Gsurers, and 
revolutions have been started by debtor classes. 
Such was the nature of the early Greek uprising in the 
time of Solon against the landlords and the mortgages. 
What is to be noted here is that it is the development of 
exchange and through this the development of one article 
as th,e measuring rod and the universal equivalent of all 
.other goods that has given to this particular article its pow- 
er. The  glittering qualities of the precious metals make 
them desirable for decorative purposes, but it is their other 
qualities described above which have rendered them suit- 
able for money; and only because they have become money 
have they helped to develop such powers as they seem to 
possess today. 
Social progress did not stop with this early development 
of exchange, of money, and' of creditor and debtor classes. 
Divisions of labor, made possible and stimulated through- 
the development of exchange, pushed on to more and more 
division of labor. Sooner or later the very act of exchang- 
ing and the transportation necessarily connected with ex- 
changes of goods became the main occupations of a section 
of the population. Instead of the producers themselves 
going about making exchanges of their wares, traders began- 
to come on the scene buying surpluses of goods' where 
these were obtainable and reselling them where demand 
could be found. Here again money started to function in 
a new capacity. It had developed as a medium of exchange, 
to facilitate the act of exchanging something, which was 
of use to othersbut not to the ovkner, for something which 
he needed. Now with the trader, it is used to purchase 
goods for which he has no use, but which he intends again 
to sell, to turn back into money. Such an act is entirely 
without purpose unless more money can be received in 
return than was paid out in the first place. To  buy in 
order to sell, to pay money out in order to receive money 
back, is without purpose. T o  buy in order to sell at a 
higher price, to pay money out in order to receive more 
money back, is the sole reason for such transactions. This the 
traders were able to do. By bringing surpluses of products 
around to places where these were needed, the traders ren- 
dered a social service for which the producers could afford 
to pay because of the time they thereby saved. 
The traders having also a monopoly of the means of 
communication would naturally make use of such monopolv 
to induce in their customers, on the one side, a fear of an 
oversupply and a willingness to sell cheap, and on the 
other, a fear of shortages and a willingness to pay high. 
Trading thus becomes a new and lucrative occupation and 
priifit-making was added to man's many ways of acquiring 
the good things of life. 
,One more step' in this brief outline of socioal develop- 
ment and we shall find ourselves right up into the modern 
business world, where money seems to have its tentacles 
into all human affairs, to curse or bless them according to 
results achieved. But again, in the development of trade 
and profit-making, it is observable that it was not the allur- 
ing qualities of the precious metals, but the natural devel- 
opment and growth of exchange of goods, which gave to 
money its new function, and to the trader, his occupation 
and social standing. 
Today, the word capital is widely- used. W e  hear of 
finance capital, of commercial capital, of industrial or 
productive capital. Money, when accumulated into any- 
thing, which might be (termed large sums and particularly 
when it  is used in any way calculsted to make it grow, 
is called Cap3al. The,  same term mig$i have been applied 
to the early accumulations of money which, were either 
used to lend out at interest by the usurers, or to engage ' 
- in trade by the traders. Yet there is a great difference - 
between the, early functions of money for lendi-ng and trad- 
ing ,. purposes %and its fbnction as capital today. But a this 
transformation has also been a gradual one. Development 
.. in navigation and the discovery of new continents by the 
European explorers in the 15th and 16th centuries gave 
such an impetus to trade that the traders found themselves 
' 
' * confronted with' a general shortage of goods, a shoitage 
which. the old methods of production were not able t'o fill. 
Higher -prices..were not enough to break down old restric- 
tions to increased production. The traders themselves 
started to produce ' goods for their fast expanding markets. 
But they did not get their own hands soiled in the process. 
.The &onby they,Yormezly, had' used to buy ready made 
goods- was now used to buy raw material and.' to hire 
\ laborers.. 
. . 
These laborers would then, under the direction of their, 
eqbloyers, turn the rraw materials into 'finished products. ' 
By rearrdnging the productive process, : bringing more , , 
,,workers under one roof, subdividing the labor' procfss and 
a '  
giving . to each- worker - a definite ' part to do, ' production. 
i 
,p $;hk.L.'-' 7' '
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was. improved. More plpducts could be produced in a 
iven time, inanufact~ring superseded handicraft as' a meth- 
' of production. But manufacture was production ex- ; 
elusively for sale. Its more efficient methods,' and the " 
. consequent low prices, for the products, were able to break 
down home production in ;one field after another until : 
today hardly a thing of importance is produced .in the home- 
. '  
for home consumption. 4 - It pus t  not be ' understood that the 15th Wntury w& 
the first time that money was 'used to hire labor, or to pay. ; . * 
. . for the services of, man. Occasional hiring of 5ree men .: 
- for certain kinds,of labor had existed even in ancient slave ,+; 
societies. But the 15th centuq marks the beginning of 1 -  - 
. the modern epoch when productidn of goods ex~lusively 
for the markit, and. with the exclusive use of wage labor, . 
, began to compete out of e6stence other forms of produc- ;pd 
tion. ' Now a completely new set of problems arise an. , f# ,  
"k4&&!4:;:. demand solution. Nevi arid weird -laws begin to -9lss&r . 
themselves in relations of man with man and in man's , . . 
. attempt to solve his kcoqomic problems. 
I , I  , Natural calamities, droughts, floods, animal diseases an&! 'Yf 
i 
. ,{, other, causes of scarcities had marred ,mads eiistence .. . 
' , . through all past ages. Now overabundance, unsalable , 
,. ' '.goods, a ' gluttedl market, %great surplus stores seem t6. act 
' ? 
&causes . for hunger and want. The industrial crisis has. - 
, c  .: . grpwn ,In seriousness and extent com~arable onlv .to the ' $  
' .  
growth of ~roductive abilitvF4 
- " a  :' aiid carried o n  with the use of wage labor is called/capitalist - * 
' firbduction. 1t involvp the use of .money from star; to fin- 
/ . \  . ish. The  capitalist starts out with money. He- buysc raw 
1 " .  
\ ' RT 
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terials and i8iFit $iiborers. The finished. products must 
' .. be -sold ' and again ,turned, ,into , .., money . before the - , capi- . .- 
I &list is skisf ied. * T h e  xnbney., returning, to caiital' 
" . is -. , sf &the-. sake kid he paid w t ,  Nn ,purpose 
d ', , # \ ,  ! .b ;,, s 4 . 
:, achf i~ i shed  . udl& tlie : returning sums &k la 
e paid out, ih,.other words, P6&fit - < . I  is the % aim 
roduciion.i All the things used in such unde<taking, 
e . .buildings; the equipment, the raw materialsi'the , ser- . .  I,. 
ces of the. woikers and the finished brbducts are @ik;fsi*: 
+ *? 
;$ ;, 
the total capital; and as all these things are bought , .-- with - 
~ P I  
ney and -again sold for money, ' money ha$ 'tecome ,capi- 
al in the hands of the capitalist Rllt *hp 
paid' to the workers continue in tl 
I as capital- in the &W . I f o q  'orf'labop , .. I In- the hands o i  , 
the, workers this money ce&& io be cbpital:. * It assumes .its 
original f unction-of a mkiurn of exchange+- .., ,: A' The .; workers sold 
.&art of their time; strength 'ma enerm, for m o ~ t '   with thc 
motley they buy back what they need, fooct,. ~ l ~ t h i r  
- 
5 . 1 .  *tc. Before people could be induced to sell 
ecemeal: this way,- samethmg had to happen ,..-, 
e~.degfived of any b~cess t o  the means of produdtion where 
This process was' pretty well, urider way' +hen 'k& 
abc~ began to take on irnpokance, &d the 9iowth ' .of thl 
(fr"'P,j+* $2 
%source, of Iivelihciod,- the getting of a. job. ;;&~~j;- , .~ I+...d .A
pitiligs and the wage workers in  the- buiing and selling I 
capitalists in the purchase of necessities, money functions ' 
in each transaction as money, as a medium of exchange, 
as a universal eq;ivale*t. So .too as between ' the capitalists 
in their capacities as buyers of raw materials or as sellels 
of finished products, money functions in each trinsactibn 
in  its original simple form. T o  think, therefore, of pre: 
serving this particular method of producing and distrib- 
ttting the g66d things of life, and at the sajme time attempt. 
to introduce changes and regulations in the monetary sys- 
ran, so as to remedy the more serious defects of the whole 
system, remains an impossibility. . 
Yet mohetary refoqn seems to be the first resort when- 
ever the crisis reappears to offset the smoother workings 
\ of the system. Many such money reforms have worked 
wonders to simplify the mbnetary system, expedite finan- 
cial transactions, make cash available and purchases and 
sales easier consummated. But no monetary reform has 
made, nor will it ever make, prosperity permaneht. Neither. 
will i t  raise the standard, of living for the masses relative 
to the rise in productive ability, nor-even reduce the severity 
of .,the industrial crisis. - 
Having followed the. de~elb~ment  of money in its nat- 
ural course, from its simple beginnings in the first ex- 
changes of goods, up \ to the complicated commercial pro- . . 
cesses o f  t o d a  it next becomes important to observe the 
ma*y qeforms, ' and some of the more important of the -i 
many; attempted lrifo,rms, which money has been subjected 
to. But before doing so i t  will be necessary to observe. 
20 
a few more of the functions and peculiarities of money. ' 
This will in turn help us ta bitter understand3he different 
monetary reforms, 'their successes and their failures. For 
this observation we will assume that .the earlier and cruder 
forms of money have been discirdea and that the pre- 
cious metals function as money. T o  expedite exchanges 
these metals, when used as money, have since early times 
been cut up into pieces of definite size, stamped with kames 
and bearing definite relation to each other within the ter- 
ritory or country using them. W e  thus have dollars and 
cents, pounds, shillings, and pence, etc. For the sake of 
uniformity, governments have usually been. empowered t i  
fix such standards and establish the weight and. fineness 
of the different pieces of coin. 
In contact with the outer world, rubbing against other 
substances, such as ,purses, pockets, hands and counters, 
\ these coins would begin to -wear down from the: day they 
left the 'mint and would contiuue to wear away until their 
s t a m ~ d  weight and value, no longer would correspond 
with their actual metallic weikht and value. But through 
habit of them being accepted as a medium of exchange 
*.they would continue to function. Their disappearance 
' was ,.gradual. If they passed yesterday they should be good 
today and if they pass today they should be equally good\ 
tomorrow. Sooner or later such coins would be worn down 
until the stamp or engraving would be wiped -out while 
the& weight would be considerably less than they were 
originally. A time would come when they could no longer 
funktion as coins. It then became necessary to have a 
government rule fixkg the amount of wear allowable be 
fore a coin should cease to circulate. - Money thus became 
* .  
I I 
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' 
tegul' # ~ r i d e r ~  i.. e., .it becami . e$tqblished -by la*) what kid 
t r ; <  A .# i .' 
, . . + .  *': ;of! , .  \ .know. 'ShouI'd be co~sideied :. full ?nd , adequafe sittliiqent , 
I 
,* .  . ' ,of .obligations. ' I - .  I / 
bc s; b . I 
, ' . Meirnwhile, &ins, ' k r k  M karious, degree 
' nilgting and seving as. *ell ,as full. :sized ones. % 
' 8  ' ~ .  
\. 
: masure  -of: value, . I; e., to jfix $rites, the cqins ' 
( r '  
I , .  I ev'er) be present. 421 thgt . ,  is 'needed' ik 'that se 
. +  , pjr.chaskrs ; hare 'ceitain values in kihd. Thke 
; .,., I )  d&d not' by ' the actual weight of ihe .coins .b i t  by 
" " r  ..iin%riptions. ' As a medium of exchange, the . s 
% I 
' 2  ;: Lyiuld *he' accepted , in full pJ:g~~rit,  with .ihq k 
. ,  
that they could 'again be .passed as, such in, the next 61.zns- 
,:'  tion, on, - T b  &>hoarder, on the ot!hw hand, th 
t 
x' J '  , ,kigbit . I ocoirp would not' be as', go&. As H. ' 
1 _ wodd repre$ent ' no more t h k  their actual 
.' 'nietallic ' value. . Governdental Ales ' * coticern 
' r 
:::: t ' . , .  asid &eight ,  and I fineness. of  money wou1.d. &&gi*' from :gL , 
. !; : dhe , .  +gci tike; .while the hoard would contain nothing but f '  
I .  
- : .;+i; ' \ 
. i t s  own real ' kiight- wd fineness. - . I  . I . .? , ' .: 
: I , ,  , ' , . >  .'1 . I ) .  < :Yet the wry, fact that coins w&ld fmction ' whhqut . + -4 i '. k2 - \ :I:-: ,,( . tGmb1ej.jivkn in reali* . they represented more 'value ., thqn :: .*? ., I E  
'.i-:they irctuiillp4 .contained, haS given rise 'to j&w praCtips -*, ;$ ,C
. . !iiand : $beori4 coh~erning money.. ' If : a coin, on&halfx , of : - - Y f  
,- : I , !  .. a 
,,." . tht&kquqrters ,< ,y* q . i , . the w&ht i'r is supp&ed' to eontiin, .xih I. * >  :'.:! , 
:egtt$ate , I  as I , full kip; then any token A T  iegardless . of I *. a .I 1 8 . .  
L I&$, ::&&* value, should be able tb ki&ulate. a$ a representative 
, * 
. 1 
.t!;, , j@f.,-:g, A s  , p,4 < I  :sii$blab?d value. This has beeii tried .'out . *rag:: ,. . 
;, c ;ti% found to yo& &&sf a ~ t o r i l ~  ,h long p~ the actual;,:, $ 
, - v , <  4 ,' , , , % A  
". l. :'.V~&ES ;+ere held iri readiness 'to ' .  badk v;p! . the repfedkdta; , * 
>.-I, ; , L ,  ,* - . . , I .  ' . \ 
-. *! , ,> .:&< ' , I. !%. :- -tokens whenevef' wanted-. . Tku$ we find' today ' that 
. , Y . .  . . . #; @& . . ' :&&P he :the * eoi*S: gp&de our . of i b a p  ., . '&e-td19 A ,  
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the value of which is only a fraction of what 
I ' o r  rather tokens, represent, but the larger coin 
The success of this practice has given further encour- ' 
' agement to the idea that tokens could be made to repre-< 
sent the value of ioods directly. .and bat therefore the 
gold or other precious metal. held as backing for :urreincy . 
was unnecessary. This too has had its .trial in practical 
1.I , . 
A ,,I 
application, but with 1 ments in dis- 
. tw, .:;' tfessj as e. g., when 
: t; 
have resorted 
L ,r  
to paper issues of currency when gold was no longer avail- . 
j i ~ y i  able as backing. Such practices have automatically raised % ": .$e 
i;,!:;; ?- % . . ,.< prices and, if the practice were carried far enough, valuey. 
%?,, ,& 
represented have disappeared altogether as, in Germany i . *  ,*.-,:ElGi 
.:-I<--.  ,52 .? foltowing World War  I. There are some whp will yet "" 
f i  argue in favor of. paper currency w i t ~ ? ~ ~ . - ~ ~ ~ $ a l  
. 
i\!p$,$. . 
valuable backing except the- gove%d&Vwt*'~a &; 
- ?  usually belong to the debtor class -who in pe 
.tress are eager for a way 'to ,settle with their creditois. W e  
shall come back to this phase 'in thef chapter on credit. 
d i e  more pr~blem - in connection with the, wear on 
coins. Once it became recognized that governments had 
, :  to fix legal limitations for .  the circulation of worn coins, 
. ,$c2 + 
.r: i2 the demand also presented itself for governments to restore 
1 . coins to 'their original weight. With millions of coins con- 
stantly in circulation, ' this wear amounts to a great loss. 
\ 
Every time worn coins were remelted and recbined, the 
. lost' weight would show itself in fewer .new coins. New 
. gold would be necessary to fill'the gap. Instead* of adding' 
. this expense to  their many others, goveinments, time -. and 
,again; have proceeded the 'other way. Instead of adding ' 
new metal, to replace the part worn away, they have 
changed the-required weight for all. coins; and to such an .+' 
extent that there would be a "gain" instead of a loss , for . : 
, those governments. 
- The changing of the gold content of the dollar by the 
Roosevelt administration in,  1933, resulting in a "profit" i 
to the Treasury 03 s&e two and a half billion dollars, was . 1 
by no fneans the first time a government has resorted to 
.this practice. The English pound sterling is said to 'have 
at one time contained one pound of silver. Long before ' 
the gold standard was adopted, the silver in the pounid 
sterling was considerably less than a pound. This reduc- 
tion did not take place at  one but at several intervals and 
with much political dispute, particularly in later periods 
when Parliament had replaced the kings in the control C 
of coinage. 
AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF MONEY 
1 .  v 
. Shortage .of money is at times one of the great handicaps. 
, ef present day society, especially during depressipns. Goods . 
- 
. on hand can be seen every6here. Plants, idle ,or part. idle, 
stand ready to produce more. People .in need of goods can 
. -*.be "found everywhere. Yet goods do not move. Plants. 
- ,  
9 
'. , . , 
remain idk. At times when even the banks are short' of 
' 
moqey, it xwould- seem that a more adequate supply would 
, ease the .situation. At . such times, money reformers .are ' 
busy and money reforms ar'e resorted to without however 
a completely overcoming .the trouble. - The' question then is, A 
- just what will-constitute an adequate supply of monev?. . 
. . 
W e  have learned that money contarns Galue just ,as well 
as the goods which are to be ,exchanged. It is clear then 
that a day's labor in gold would be adequate to purchase 
* a day's labor in wheat, lumber, cotton or whiskey, and a 
million days' labor in gold would purchase a million days' 
labor in other goods. I n  other words, a supply of money 
equal in value to the values of all the rest of the goods' 
produced for exchange' would be sufficient. If the nation 
produces 60 billion dollars worth of goods in a year, 60 
, billion dollars would be adequate to effect an exchange 
- of the whole supply. From. this 'absolute sufficient amount 
some drastic. reductions can be made. * 1t is obvious that 
the 60 billion dollars worth of goods are not sold in one 
a deal, but in many. The splitting up of the sale into many 
. smaller ones would not affect the amount of money needed 
if the sales all took place at  the same time. 
But this does not happen. Sales take place Wery day of 
year and every part of the day. A dollar which is used 
but once during the year willNpurchase but one dollars 
worth- of goods. If it is used once a month it will purchase 
twelve dollars worth during the .year, if once a week, 52 
' dollars worth, .and if once a day iricluding Sundays,. one 
- single dollar would cause the transfer -of 365 dollars worth 
(. of goods during the year. It can therefore be laid down 
as rule one that the amount of money needed c a n b e  re- 
duced as many times as each average dollar is used during 
the year. But then* again, goods ' are often sold several . 
times before reaching their final resting place with the 
ultimate consumer. Manufacturers sell to jobbers, these *. 
to wholesalers, these to retailers, and these again to the 
consbmer. Thus after having reduced the money according 
..-- 
* .  * 
'times the goods are sold. 
is, however, some more 
s are exchanged direct1 
ng used* merely as a measure o 
, dium of exchange, and such ,ex . .,cash. A .  farmer learns that his eggs ar 
,,** , 
5:. per dozen and that coffee is worth 25 ce rz$ 
- ,  is able to per'fect an.exchange upon this basis without using 
' any money. The sum total of all such transactions can be , y &~1"1*̂ 1,$$i 
deducted' from the supply of money actually needed. ;lSiC@. I I 
CP The next reduction will be more substantial. Mbney 
~y~,-i~~does Is-J . not only serve as. a measure of value and a medium 
. of , v r ~ h a n g e ,  it also s a meaes of payment. It *, 
serve to pay debts: ts are made for the sale and , 
purchase af,goods with stipulations that payments' are 
be made in 60. days, ,90 days or> any other set time af 
>,: J,i +yF *J@~~~deliv.ery. Sales do not all, go in the same direction.' A s 
- - lumber to B. B might sell steel to A, as the bills come du' 
' 
they balance- each other until only a fraction of -the sum 
haskto be furnished in cash. All such balances where gwds 
have been sold in both directions and no -money is required 
on due 
needed. 
T o  further economize in the use of money, banks func  - 
tion as clearing houses, and balances which take care of 
each . other between individuals :and bettyeen indivi 
firms are taken care of for whole districts. Pur 
made in New York by Chicago firms are balanced agams 
Chicago by New York firms, I , -  etc., until 
! . +% -:!? : ,e;, * ,-- 4k$;$;$;> 
b . 3  0 . 1 : \ s' 
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nie of balances without the use .of money.7 ' This 
method 'of clearance and balances in' (paymknts of debts or 
acdounts tremendously reduces the amdudt of .money needed. , 
to be 78 billibn doll 
latei'pirlod, whefi t 
nges can, b e  carried. out. ' 
ucticrn $I8 antribution . r 
ears the first. obstatle to exchange,' not kcau 
rtage 6f money, b';t because those wh 
are riot ready to part with, it. A shifti 
8cc~ion of .the j.popqIasi~n. . I ,-I , :T iht6+ mining of ; 
' gbuld seem t6 e e  : daie 6f such a situkidn. ~ u t  
. ' . hoarding . was - only one - of ' the early , obstacles to a sm 
. . 
working *of exchange relations. T h e  splitting up of ex- 
changes. into separiate sales and purchases m'ade the market 
the regulator of production. No one would know whether 
or not his particular product woula be salable until. he 
had it produced and' transported to the market. Here, . 
-only accident would decide whether one's product was of 
a kind which gthers had already supplied in sufficient quan- 
tity to satisfy the demand, whether it was such that no 4 
I 
demand existed for it, or whether there would be a call: 1 
for it. In such cases it would not be shortage of money . ',! 
' but -the lack of knowledge of just what the market Could . $  
absorb, or thelack of ability to produce the particular goods 
in demand which would cause the trouble. 
, \; 
-As has already been pointed out, evolut6n of the pro- 
cess, of production and distribution did not stop with the 
:, c o ~ i n g  into being of a  commodity market. On the con- 
trary, it wis  now that it took on momentum. .The market ' 
, providea . . an outlet for cheaply produced goods. ' Mass pro- , 
duetion with the use, mainly, of wage labor provided the 
cheap products. Gradually, hand and sloweq 
t ' 
, .methods generally, were competed out of existehce. These - 
. 1. 
- hind producers, having no longer anything to sell which 
. . the market. would absorb, would be without- money, not. ;i 
: becaG of a money sho'rtage geperally, but because they < 
as individuals no longer had the. means of obtaining money. - 
- N* limger able to. bring goods tb the commodity market, . 
they had to bring themselves PO the labor market. 
~ a w k  have been passed by legislative bodies to the effect, 
, . 3  . ! that "labor is not a commodity," but the laws governing 
1 / 
the commodity market assert themselws also on the la& 
. market regardless of legislation. T h e  best and a cheapest 
, -are taken first. A glutted labor market, like a .  glutted 
+, commodity market, reduces prices a and leaves a surplus un- 
shld. In  oxher words* low wages and unemployment be- 
come chr6nic conditions. Money still remains a medium 
of exchange and a measure of value. It functions in the 
- exchange of equivalents, the. exchange of equal values. 
B L ~  the exchange of one's labor wrapped up in corn, , 
cotton or I'eather, for some one else's *labor wrapped up* \ 
in sugar, co4fee or silk is quite a different thing from the' 
b 
exchange of one's labor, wrapped in his owb bodily 
strength, for some one else's labor in such iecessitiq ofg 
life as . will rebuild the. bodily strength expended while 
working.   he one is 'an exchange bf equivalents between 
soqial equals. - T h e  latter, too, i s  an exchange of equiva- . 
lents but between social unequals. I n  the' latter case one 
sells his own bodily strength in order to rive, the other 
buys it in order to make. a profit. But although millions 
of people are wilii& to go t h g h  with such sales and . 
thousands of others have the .money to -become purchasers, . 
%.the deals cannot be consummated , except when the com- - . 
modity market is able to2.swallow~the produck of the labor- '; 
which such deals set in motion. 
This evolutionary process, vyhich has develo'ped and . ;. 
speeded up productive ability on 'the one hand but left , ' 
the devel~pment of the market to a much slower process, 
is the 'real cause of economic troubles, such as depressions. 
-The ' remedying of these troubles has thus far been left (to 
the class of people &ho profit from the ,workihgs of the ; 
, system or who would like to make profits. . Those who-are . 
at. the. losing end. have always been w a i t i ~ g  and hoping 
6 6 for something to turn up." The  tesult is that money , 
ain issues in p6 , when- - , 
'ever economic troubles have shewn signs of growing worse. 
In the development of this m6ney reform mbiement 
tw6 distinct 'trends , are ,to ' be noticed. On the ' one hand $ '  
66 .  there havt, been. &any attempts to improve" the monetary , 
successful in the world of businds, . 
stable monetary values.. 'On . the1 other hand, those not so 
successful, those konf ronted ' with hi f f iGulties. and business 
failures, the ' debtor clam ,' generlally,, , ,have been pressi 
their deimWds for more. I n  a d 'chk&et; money. It goes wit - ' I  I 
out' saying, that tw in the first group have.' been ino 
successful. This  has^^ been so I hot. I only.* becads6 ibis: grbu 
, ' has more economic* power ahd ability to, -&it , their schem 
through, but !more, because their schimes +&re usually soun 
insofar' as . they would simplify., :and: *~prornote''. moneta 
. .transaction& The schemes of ' the less fortunat6 group, b 
the other hand, have never tnore ' than t~mpo~rarily retarde 
, I  
' their general : i n  the : economic ,scale. 
this temporary benefit. has by 'no. *means always been con- 
nected ki th sich moves. W e  shall consider some of 
main "sound" mohey reforms., 
, Mention has already. been made of- one fact 
- - ' uting to the qdoptiob, of the use' of$,paper cur 
-, was the wearing down of metal coins ,and,1 th 
8 ,  
, , circplate . as f ulf '.coifis -' after a considerable par ,. a 
c: weight had diskeared. , - . , I 'Light . I  , h& . I -  . . b i e i  . I; :the '+in . 
- I .  I /  I .  I .  ' . 
factor , giving rise to t tqkens as 'represents 
dfm ieal '&oney would f - n circulation. But it 
not the oily factor contAbuting to the development .of the 
use of many different kinds of paper cur: ncy.! ing 
and safekeeping of valuables, including Lon;,' 
' 
an 
rly practice. Before banks made their appearan 
smiths would function in this capacity. 
People who were afraid of losing their mone 
rough thef.t, fire, mislaying, , etc., .. wo 
he goldsmith, who for a consideration ~ o u l d  keep 
them until called fc,. Receipts would be given the depos- *. 
itors, and such warehouse'or storage receipts would some- :": 
% k . -  
b'l 
:.. .,,times' be transferred from one person to another before :L ' 
:.-+ ;J * .  I .!* 
rcc'7-' A.J they s were presented for withdrawal. Other goods as well ..? 
2' ,:LL 
;i:bwould be deposited for various relasons, transportation, :;$i . .  
d l . ,  ,** > 
,'t(etc. Storage receipts and bills ' p4 lading were issued. ,':& 
:.& 
.'$:These, I +  > too, were sometimes transferred between individuals 
.,. b , ~  ul!;\;iin *#..- settlement of claims and were thus 'in a limited way 
ing as money. With the grdwth of trade and the 
n t  increase both *in amount ,of g&ds shipped and' 
the distance of shipping, a 1  these various kinds of receipts 
4 w101~18 grow in amount and their use in settle 
;>?>? 7". 
claims 
#increase. ,i * I 
The  various kinds of goods .or valupbles stored or shippec 
gave rise - to  various kinds of receipts. ' ~ h u s ,  'there would 
g b e  f 8  1 promises to keep ~er ta in  artides until *called + ,  for. ThereA 
would be other pro ' . merely to keep k ~ q r \ ~ $  zq3$.wnt.; ..$ 
# < ; &&$;$',,%$gypt i-?$:);-. :ip'l~f-, $:..?%, 
of somi k h d  of go ?&out ~p&ifyi.ng tk acfdaf plebe'&; ".r 
1. This would be done, e. g., with mon&, grain, or :'other "@$ 
articles of - which one piece, or a quanti ould be 
' good with any other pieces 'c- quant 
This latter form would soon' prove to hold great ,pos- 
sibilities. First of + all it would do .%way .with the need 
for kgepkg a separate compartment or package for each - ,  
customer. All identical pieces could be stored together, ' 
' 'a 
and an account of the quantity belonging to each would be 
sufficient to satisf; all concerned, as they came to claim 1: 
. their gobds. Second, and much more' important, it would . ' '  
soon become plain that it was unnecessary t o  keep all . .: 
goods received. A warehouse man or other custodian of : '. 
such identical goods would in time learn approximately 
how much goods would be withdrawn irom week to keek, 
and from month to month, in comparison to what would 
.be brought in. Instead df 'keeping the whole arnqunt in 
storage he could make temporary use of a part' of it and' 
just keep a suffident reserve on hand to satisfy.,all claim- ' 2  
ants who presented their receipts for withdrawals. In 
the case of money, particularly, ' this practice, would prove . 
' . a lLcrative business to the custodian. ,To thus make use - 
of 'other people's rqoney, 'without their knowledge and 
again& their wish, was a plain fraud. But as long i s  the 
1 
, custodian was a prudent business man and successful in  
his undertaking, he would not only be able to satisfy all 
' . claims and .thus avoid prosecution foi. fraud, but he would 
. be building a fortune for himself as well. _, 
. Any successful business has the tendency of expanding ' 
. and of drawing .others into it. One can readily under- 
stand how under such circumstances the fee for the. safe-; 
1 keeping of money would be .reduced through competition; 
until finally the practice of paying interest on deposits 
would come into use, even before the lgoldsmith's shop had 
, beep -transformed 'into the bank. . On .-the other hand .it 
1 ' 
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can readily be understood that there would be cases where 
the goldsmith or other custodian would squander them 
outright, or make such unwise investments of them that  
they would be lost a n d  his fraud discovered. The  modern 
banknote of today bears the imprint in various degrees of 
clarity, the experience of this pse-banking era. Thus the 
need for having something of value-actual money-back 
\ of the paper notes, has been proven- time and iime again, 
a although evidence ,of other wealth estimated in m?ne$, 
such . as commercial has proven ' suitable for ' part 
backing. 
, In  relation to deposits, it has again'been proven that it 
is unnecessary to store all the money deposited, that a 
reserve sufficient t o  take cqre of ordinary withdrawals.. is 
suitable for all -practical purposes. The  exact amount of 
such reserves, however, has been subject to the hottest 
debates. I n  normal times when deposits exceed withdraw- 
als, the reserves seem to be wholly unnecessary.. I n  periods 
of panics, when there are few deposits and many with- 
drawals,- the reserves are never adequate. 
In  'a little book called Money and the Mechanism of 
Exchange, written in 1896 by W. Stanley Jevons of Man- 
chester . England, attention is called to fourteen different 
kinds of, paper currency, ranging all the way from "'the 
simple deposit method" to "the paper money method," .The 
first of .these simply +means a convertible daper {issue, with . 
,gold corres~nding in amount,, held in readiness,. so that 
any or all holders of the 'paper notes might have. them 
changed for gold coins. No economy is accomplished by . . 
this"method except preventing the wear and t6ar of .  the 
precious metals by keeping them out of circulation. This 
. .  
' A method- will prevent : d&eiation of the . hrrency . c. m + ; - 
, . , . 
more +thqn the circulation of gold itself, because it  pre-* , , - .  
- serves the gold . .4 .coins; On the . other hand it has prbveh . . 
too inelastic as, a practical method. In periods of normal *:- :. 
' I  r 
business the need foi. such. a f u l l  reserira has appeared:..,: -' 
groundle& and wasteful. It has brought about demand.,:;r'*! - .'$- 
for at least a partial use as a measure of economy, - It has, : *: 
+ * 2  - 
-.+also at times proven too much of a temptation to sovereigns . #  .!- 
, ' or other custodia,ps, , and - the money --has bee* put to use - /: ' 
- regardless of legal restrictions. On the other hand, : in ' i 
-.- 
. periods o f  crisis, governments have f a n d -  it necessary i~ - 
- suspend , .  specie payment to preserve their ecoilomic stability, ; 
even though the notes stipulated redemption and the gold , 
actually were in existence. % 
. ~ t '  the other extreme of the paper money- variety is "the 
- paper .money method" or incunvertible paper money. This  ,, * 
simply meqns that the government issues paper notes. and , 
, - by law' orders it 'receivable as legal tender. This in effect . , 
amounts t u  the establishment of a government debt.without - , - .  
. . a particular' lender and without. +interest payment. Such * 
..issues have functioned s.atisf actori' ly, on a few * occasions, 
- 8 -  
when held strictly within limit and withdraw* by proper ! 
+ .  
, . s*bsiitution of re31 valups. ..' It is obvious,, that such ' issues - 
' % - .  can' function as ,money only as promises to' pay and must . ' -4 
:,be redeemed in the end if nobody is to'suffer loss. Objec-' 
. tio3;to this & i d  of money comes first of all from people 
w h o  have.moiney to lend and who look to government bonds : 
,---.- . . >.  
, . . as .g? reliable &vestmeit and, souke of income. Its most - . , 
' ' s$ous, ' defect as tbe funct'ioning manetap system of a 
+ .. f ;cbLntry is',&at g o v e r ~ e n t % l  'needs always drive to over- 
. . issues and hence to- depreciation or price inflation, to the'. : ' 
3 
I - * 
A / .  
, . 
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int &here. the paper mdney hs %ecome Pirorthless. ' , 
It will. be . *&embered that the etndrgency bank ''legis- , : 
tionof 1933 provided' authority for tlie issuing. of &re&- - ; 
illion dollars oE &i kind oi ,:Q, '&onek3 .,:?.,$ as one of the mkns 
' 
or reestablishirrg the moneta$'.ti$stem . *   tlirown out h gear -! 
i k s 9 f , 1 ~ ~ , ,  c - , ; ~ ~  kkv bl L#2 n 4 and thk following long depies~ion.~~, 
d -I&&$'&!&& methods, however, . proved 'suf fi- 
cient f~ the reestablishmefit of fin&ciaie stability,. so that 
this paper; issue wls' liever puf to tat. It was . aimed'. . . . 
p l a t e r  many ,money reformers, that if this and other . , ; 
similar paper issues had been put- hto  circulption, it would. . . 
not..onl~ have saved the govetnmedt many millions in infer- . 
-est ' payments, but also that it would . have . restored higher; , 
&odity &ices much more quickly a d  ''hence. mbie b$i- 
ness' and bettt?r economic conditions for , all. :, , - .  
'It cannot be .denied, &at a more , . lavish. supply of - paper . 
airrency''vbould h e  start24 prices dri the : upwatd climb. + 
;I 
m ~ u t  -,m find &e proper level at which to stop the cimb . '  + 
I 
w well,, as 'the actual act of 'stoJ;!piiqg i t  would have proven I - .. 
C - 
or& difficult than boney, re'fokers idI1 admit* ' .~nd-still . , 
.. " 7 -  
Y4f *' , J; * '  , - 
of paper currency g& the. , .- , ;I I 
im$e deposit method, wd.- the incohvkkible? paper ,rndney* .
s t~ be found the many attempts' to eeononiize a d  td pro- , .. 
< -  I L' de m& elasticity to thb -eta+ system, +ithotit: in juk, -1 .  ?. ', <$a . . 
* ; '1 ng .'its- A n e  and . stqbility. ~ h k  p?eseqit Federal ; Reserve {i;);:  , ,),; (J *'*I 
based, thko~eticdly- at least, on -40 per cent i$d and ,* fhT,fld 
.per .cents commercial paper id golvekent secuiities,: " 
has..&orne the one most cohmonly &d. By 'the end of >., 
- 1937, the Federal Re5e-e ~ o t &  in use amounted to four 
and oni-half ' billio;i"q~~llars, while gold in the Treasury 
vaults amounted to twelve and one-tRird billion or 63 per 
cent of- the total monetary stock. 
In  1933 there seemed to ,be a great shortage of .currency. 
I* 1938 the banks were -bulging with excess reserves. BUC 
, - 4  the economic security of thk masses of thd- p6pulatidn had ; 
not been- established. A different kind of paper . dollar - - 
>might easily have created more chaos and instability, but no , 
dollar under our present commercial setup can ever 
be expected to make the abundant products of modern . 
indpstry and agriculture available * to the masses. ' 
BANKING AND CRED~T 
The - great development in commodity production and 
consequently of trade during the last 150 years, has not- 
.only transformed the goldsmith's 'storage receipt into the 
various types of paper currency in use today, it has also 
transformed the goldsmith's establishment into a great 
and complicated banking system, capable of financing a 
multi-million dollar undertaking or a thousand dollar 
farm- dwelling with .equal ease._ This development has 
. ' passed through many difficulties where governmental inter-. 
vention . and, . restrictions have been found qecessary. It ' 
has provided means for much abuse and personal enrich- 
'-merit of bankers at the expense of savers and investors -as - 
a well as of borrowers. The' demands and needs of the .busi- . 
. ness world have been strong enough to+ eradicate much of 
. , 
such abuses and defects; insofar as they can be laid to. dis- 





'r panics and-depressions continue to advance new aicusations 
against monetary and banking practices and bring , new - -!- 
demands for changes. 
The  earliest institutions which properly can b e  described 
as banks were the mutual cash depositories and credit cen- 
,ters of the free trading city republics of the feudal era,. 
C such as in Venice, Genpa, Amsterdam a n d  Hamburg. The 
I 
fact that *these institutio& became able to lend cash fl to gov- 
?rnmenk .and thus became depositories of government securi- 
tiks, added ' further to'. their development as. banking insti- 
tutions. 
- ,  
Advocates of the inconvertible paper money theory will - 
list as the earliest bank in history such a credit establishment 
in Venice. In  11 71, this city republic, was in danger of 
invasion by Asiatic hordes. Duke Vitole Michael I1 called 
on thh weaIthyfcitizens totcontribute to a loan of 2,000;000 
ducats, to finance the defense. Credit certificates of small 
-denominations yere issued and- bade  transferable. These , 
certificates came int; use in trade and debt settlement, be- 
tween' the citizens. In 1797, wherr' Napoleon invaded ' 
Venice, and looted the bank or city treasury, it is said that 
no gbld found but only the names of the citizens who- 
600 -ears  earlier had contributed to\ the loan. ~he',certifi-  - 
cates had been reissued as w$ and tear demanded and had - 
\ 
functioned as satisfactory curracy for the whole period. - 
- In  1775, while certain people were as yet. "Your Majesty's. 
most faithi1 subjects" to the kihg of G k a t  Britain, the - 
Continental Congress had issued I $6,000,000 in\ paper cur- 
,rPncy bearing the inscription:. ':This note entitles the bearer 
to receive - Spanish Mill dollars, or the value thereof' 
in gold or silver;" , These Continentals, did not remain ,, 
, , - . \  / 1 
0 
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good ' .as ' . a i  '. tlie , %  ' ~ehi,ie*:: ' Giet+. '! , 1 
bank had. been', ~ta t tkd,  c j $ '  ~ ~ & i r i c k ~ ~ : ' b y  i f r 
The bank h a s  limited I tq ' .the' )use of', ,members only. - In 7: I *- ,;$$ \;: 
England, 178$, ' ~ r s .  ~ i k i f  eld established , a . Poor ::!:i( .,; 
Children's Savings Bank at Tottenham. B~ - 1804 this &g%, d 6vt;& 
was transformed , " . I  , . I  I intg., ,a,, t e g p l p r ,  bank, apd by 18 1.7 sixty 
; ,,\ ,>I* ! *.,<; f ,  r .  ,,,+'$ I , , \ ,  l , v : c ; ~ ' . ,  $ <  
miirk/ b a n k  hkii' in opefitlon and qn a h 1  Parliament 
was passed regulating' f$dr function. I 
, I  I 
!:fi.~i,(gGovernmental . needs for money, ,  particular^;' ,$i+., *$i"" 
' f  , ,I . P'-, 4 a ,  and 'pribate lenders' .ifisisten=e,, u p  hi& ' fa&$ o'f 
,,\ ,b!f .f,. , 
(, A~J:; interest, have contributed , much , to the development of ;:'4fI:;;i ,I iri!y - 1 t \  , 14$#.,,;;f&; 
li'f banking institution@@?roml the feudal remain rec- ,;r4:-,gi,;ki . ,  , 
' ords. of ' interest rates - as high - . i s  1216 tier'' cent. . I n  t 
time of Chkrleinagne, 'YO0 per cent was' considered ysur 
Emperor Frederic fixed th,kr rate of interest at 10 per cen 
but only.'for Jews. . The general development of trade gn 
. the ability of traders tb: tike care, thbugh 'joint effort 
. of their mutual obli@tidns, rather than legislation, h 
been the. main cause of lower $*wrest charges. When t 
Bank of England was $;ing planned, the Tories rdsed t - objection : "Banks are republican institutions. Flourishing 
)I 
banks. exist in Venice, Genoa, Amsterdain and Hamburg, 
+but who ever heard of a bank in France or Spain?"' 
In America a centralized monetary and banking -system pi 
has had to fight its way not so much against private money l+b$!# 
, g: 
lenders and 'their desire for high - interest rates as against .? , , 
the States Rights iiisue. This issue was further' confounded .. 
- by the fact that it 'was the trading class, largely engaged 
in international trade,. who wanted a centralized tand uni- 
fied 'monetary system, while the States Rights demands were 
pressed by the settlers and debtors generaily and, therefore, 
In 1791, under President Washing 
rty Administration, the first United States Bank was 
rtered by Congress. A twenty-year charter. was granted 
unds and thus 
I notes but in such ,large denominitions ,that they wbuld ' - 
i 
. not circulate as money. They, therefor ~ciimulafed in 
- _-I . , the State banks. By! 1815,- $25,000,000 pin s . .. 
;. 'bearing no interest, were issued. The& wer, 
a ; -  tender for all 'debts -owed the U. S. anh fdr 
1 -  
' * /  
ments, but not'"for . priGatci debts. The U.; S;;:~ank, now 
suspended, for lack of a charter; kak tiii b ) .  the piocesk pf col- 
I lecting outstanding loans, as these becade 'due.  his bank. 
refused to receive the U. S: notes from its debtors an,' the 
notesbegantode 
- also ran for 20 years and $1,500,000 was  aid for it. It ' 
authorized a capital of $35,000,000, of which $21,00O,OOO 
was to be U. S.- bonds and $7,000,000 in coin and bank 
notes. The charter of this bank lapsed in 1836 and a new - 
one was not granted. Meanwhile State banks had sprung 
up in all states with various degrees of state regulations, 
but 'mostly with absence of regulation. 
This is the period of banking development h o w n  for 
it$ "wildcat" banks, and whi& lasted dp to the Civil .War 
period. In 1809, a Jegislative committee of the 'state of 
, Rhode Island, made an examination of the affairs of the 
Farmers* Exchange Bank of Gloucester and found that the 
bank had $580,000 of 'its notes in circulation and $86.16 
in metal coins in its vaults for redemption. The same year 
t h ~  banks of all New England were forced to suspend and 
it  was found that the general condition was not much 
better than that of the Gloucest'er bank. 
One of the great demands of expanding -business is that . 
the monetary system must 6e expanded so as to provide 
.adequate funds for all legitimate business transacti~ns;.~et 
be subject to control to such an extent, that the money 
,market will not be so crowded with funds, that prices shall. 
'be driven too high. 
' 
The "wildcat" bank period provided plenty of fluctua- 
tion in thg supply #of money but the fluctuations did not - 
seem to correspond to the needs of business development. 
Money issued and circulated inl this- period, by the State 
banks are reparted to have fluctuated' as follows : 
t 
. It is obvious that this great fluctuation in the supply of 
money did not result from any planned monetary policy. 
It is also clear from historic records that the fluctuations 
did not correspond to business needs. But still more out- 
standing is the fact that neither the monetary nor the b&i- 
ness fluctuations corresponded to the needs of the rapidly 
growing populatisn which was 'equally rapidly becoming de- 
pendent upoli business and the commodity market for its ' 
existence. 
(L 
Lack of State regulatory legislation and lack of enforce- 
. ' ment of what regulatory rules there were, no doubt contfib- 
uted to the vast- expansion in paper currency issues, as well 
as their contraction whenever their lack of real value be- 
- came known. But there are economic laws at work in the 
9 ,  
business world. These laws assert themselves regardless of 
' .  
legislation. It is here- that the true economic nature of 
money shows itself. As has been pointed-out before, money 
is a measure of value and a medium of exchange. T o  be a 
measure pf value, money must itself have value, but it need 
not be present in fact. ' 1t"is enough that the contracting 
parties know of the monetary values in order to come to 
agreement. as to price. ' Money thus far exists only in the 
minds of the buyer and seller, "ideal money" as Marx calls 
it. After the price is agreed 'upon and* the transaction is to 
%e carried out the actual cash has to be present. 
But in periods of prosperity *when goods are in demand, 
F&$ everybody obtaining money has the intention of parting with - r st=. 
'3 t +, 
it immediately for other goods. Paper notes appear alike, if , . , 
, some are good today, more should be good tomorrow. --If I 
sold good potatoes for paper notes this morning,- I should be 
. 
able to obtain farm implements for them before leaving A 
town. If the implement dealer sold good machinery for the 
notes b today, he should % .,be able to pay his rent with them 
r rc , ,/. . - 
tomorrod). And so t us in- goes on rrom day to day with- , 
out much looking into the process through which' the paper 
not& camp into existence; 0 
' v 
Finally an ugly factor appears to put a-stop to the seem- * j 
ingly smooth running business. Business is carried on for a 
' 
. purpose other than the simple exchange of goods. It is car- . .$ 
ried 1 ,  on - for profit. The profits of one week or month are 
expended to bring more business the next. The market does . 
.not' expand coriespdndingly. Goods begin to pile up. In- ' , '; stead of .using the-.money f ~ r  more expansion of business it i; 
' 'becomes the policy to save it for a future time. Money be- .i 
come~more than a measure of -value and a medium of 3 
exchange ; it becomes crystallized wealth, value in its pyre ,< 
form. Now paper no longer suffices, it is the real substance . \,$- 
that is wmted. $86; 16 does not go far iq redeeming '$580;- . 
. ,000. .The bubble is burst and the banks collapse. Much , 
., improvement has been made in banking and bank rqgila- 
I' tions since "wildcat" days, but the 'business cycle and its 
+ effects upon money and banking has not been removed. . . 
L 
(. 
T h e  American Civil War, like all wars, tremendously in- . 
- creased the financial obligations of the government. -The ' 
: . - ,  . ,need to raise such government funds, together with the gen- : 
1 .  ' . era1 dissatisfaction with the unreliable and oftentimes value- . 
'l& state bank notes, made -possible the passing of the Na- , - ,  
sional Bank Act in 1863. This act provided that state 
' / r  . \ banks could take out National Charters povided they .met 
, . certdn obligations among which was one that they buy ' '- 
@&rnment .bonds to. an equal ziniount of their capital -,. 
stock, but that,.these bonds could be deposited+ in the U. Sky , 
'Treasury as &&nity: o i  backing for bank notes issued by. the: . 
, - - bkks- in epiial amouats, Thus government debt rather than 
gdd k a m e  the backing of a part of the paper currency. 
. : In ,1866 an 'ammdrrient to the Bank Act. was haAed. 
i i t 
. r : t  ' .  , 1 I ' I 
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rhkigiw Stiite .' banks ' i i .  10 ''per kent - tu on,' paper qxAeyT '. 
~zssues. ' This *?evedted - state  banks. f rbm ' further iss$ng. of :, 
*papex no'tg, andr' a much, &drc. <k+form national' papier..,. 
cur+ehcy w+$ the &sult. .' , / ( .. c . , . {  
I ~ o ~ e i r e ~ - - b e f o r e  ,the ~ a t i o n a l  ~ a k k  . Act was paksed,, 
in; 1862, ih. ord& to meet .its f inan,~al  obligations for kar ' 
' sudplies,: the goke&ment issued irredeemable. leial tender. 
ge'  ' ' no& : c ~ r n r n o n ~ ~  .called . greenbacks." Tfiis wis nothing 
. b u ~ -  .the' estabiish&ent df a national dibt to. the .'&ublic ;in ' 
i aera l .  . The gr&hb& rde .  ahd fell in *due : during ihe : 
' war in.  rFponse ' the . $@areat success or failure bf . i l ~ e  .' - 
gokrnment's - ,- side in th'conflitt, it being generally undir- !. 
k !  , 
; . s t q & :  that should the"w$,i be bldst there would /be no chance i 
; fgr -&&Emption. &t& .%the' wq- was bver the; greenbad& d a , . 
cdqtirxqed, in ciscu..drio~~ 'f of. lack :df inythigg better to take -:. 
- tlieir place. By I f  875 rpr&irisi~ns dere  made to redeem, th& . ' 
iri .gold. ' %is braukht .$em '.it '!once to par. with other- -curd ' 
. 
. - r&q  'epd they remailied . in circulation. 
.Thig f inil biingink ? a&&<'bf a unifotm system .df legal .' -. $ '  
Ipanei  for the +vGle &&on se&s' to have left much to be.: ;! ' , : 
,' fi 
, desire& as witness sev* great. panics in later years ;' 3873.. ; .; , 
1893; ' 1907, \1934, 192.1;' and- ;iiot- ra. be fbrgotten, 1929. r' . r d .  
- Each of - these .have. brought -.gibout bank 'failures, $ifinaneid .- - . . . . ystrihgency, grid hardship; which takes the appearance of ;: . . -.. 7 
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Roughly, there are three kinds of - banks: Savings banks, . 
investment banks, and commercial banks. As many of the 
modern banks engage in all three functions, somewhat in 
the nature of a department store, the three different kinds. 
can be looked upon more in the nature of three distinct 
bank functions, rather than separate banks. 
(A)  Savipgs banks : 
. In  modern countries where practically everything has 
been put upon a commercial or monetary basis, a great 
many people receive money which they do not want to use. 
immediately. They want to save it for various purposes in 
the future: old age, sickness, new furniture, a new house, 
an extension of their bysiness or many other ,future needs. ' 
Instead of putting such money away in a hid& place i t  
can be'brought to the savings bank for safekeeping and'pro- 
tection. .A great number of 'savers build up a huge fund. . -  
Withdrawals come at a later date and, on the average, a t  a 
a slower pace. It becomes clear that a t  least a part of 'the. ,' 
money can be put to use. People who .have saved part of 
what they need for a particular purpose, a house, an exten- 
sion of their business,' etc., obtain a loan from- the savings . 
'fund, giving a lien on their property in return to insure re- 
payment, and- pay an interest for the use of the money. Part  ., 
' 
of this interest goes to the depositors as an inducement to. 
, saving and part -to the bank as a reward for its services. In  
this way the money is kept in circulation. Only a smalI- 
resemre is held by the bank to take care of withdrawals. T h e  
kystem seems to work to everybody's satisfhction, until some- 
thing happens to a- great many of the, savers at one time. , 
. A panic occurs when many lose their jobs, others have 
business trouble and need funds. Few have money- to .de-. 
' posit, many come for withdrawals. The reserve is exhausted 
, . and the invested funds have become "frozen" assets that 
f 
- 
cannot, be made available' at once.. The savings bank with 
its normally useful function pow seems to add to the 
trouble. . . 
(B)  Investment banks deal in larger sums. They supply 
a great deal of the funds for large corporations, railroads, 
public utilities, governmental agencies, by acquiring large 
blocks of such corporate bonds or stocks and rkselling them 
to the public in smaller quantities. They obtain part of 
thdir funds from Zommercial and savings banks in the form' 
of short term loan; which are repaid when acqbired blocks 
of corporate bonds or stocks are sold to the public. In 
normal times these institutions render their services by mak- 
ing possible 'financing of the huge industrial undertakings 
of today, making part ownership in such undertakings avail- 
able to the public and making possible an easy transfer of 
such ownership. But when the commodity market is over- 
supplied and the huge corporations are forced to curtail pro- , duction, their stocks and bonds decline in value. Many 
small. owners are forced to sell, few are' in the market +o 
buy. The-investment -bank becomes the holder af frozen 
assets, its loans from other banks cannot be met when they 
are most urgently in demand, and the general trouble is . . 
increased. 
(C) Commercial banks do by far the greater portion o'f 
the banking business. Every business, no mater what kind, . 
needs to have a certain amount. of its capital in liquid . 
-funds. Ra.w materials and equipment must be bought at 
- 
,regular intervals. Labor must be paid for. Money ,comes 
into the business from'sales of goods or services, in adounts 
differing from day to day from the amounts required to be 
\ 
paid'out. Instead of keeping a cash box in its own office 
in which to throw incoming money. and -from which tq 
take money for current expenses, every business, whether $, 
large Qr small, h 
bank. This practice has very greatly ' reduced the 'total, 
I amount of cash 'needed. The saving has bein brought about . 
in various ways-: 1. By promptlybringing incomingfunds tor ' 
the -bank?, a great fund accumulates. for lending to those # - '  
. whose immediate oqtgo exceeds their income. 2. , By the. 
I che&ipg methods tse funds are not- withdrawn . I wheb pay- 
, 5 ment 1s met. A check is drawn. against the deposit. .When . 
th'is is presented for payment, cash still rehains in .the ba*k, . 
. i. 
: ~t . is 'merely transferred from one account to - ariother. . 
' 4  
-3., Many of. the 'business payments must. be met at a dis- , 
- .  
, . 
' . . tance. Instead of having a great many funds ,ih ' transit - a 
- / 
. - *  - forth and back" 'between. the .different cities and the differ- 
ent 'sections of the city, checks a& forwarded. By ; 'cTear- . 
ing house' system, the banks have learned that most of the 
checks cdnndel each: other, until only a small fraction of the 
, total amount actually has to be Shipped. 4. ~ ~ a n k e r s '  accept- 
. -ante makes possible - a  freer use of credit over the whole . 
d 1. - ' / i '  
' country. , I.- , , ' I  8 ,, - .. ., 8 , : . '  I, : t  ' s  I 
, . r ,  . . , . I 
; , ' U V  \ 
I , -  . , \ I .  i > : -  
I '  / , + ..go, .; 4 < . 
., , To grant credit,. .with ,s,alfety, , ,it ' is' , dtkessary to Gnaw 
'. . j. : mnietking ' of , , -  the ;fimih< Lk- a , '4blked,~Y1; knit b~&ess' '&anding. At 
2:. ? 1 ; : _ a dist&e th& is 4not+'il&~yk . .A fir+"<i6! db'tiin 'credit " 
I . : .  , * . at a dist~nce, therefore draws. iG ' note- fdr 90,, days: br shy ;: 
f! ; - .', , 
I other specified* timi against its Zocil bank. : The1 bank . aff i- , . 
. , cia!, % who kpows of ' the client's, ,fikan&al' standiii'gj ki tes '  
I d  1 
: . - $he , :mi-d: "itckepted", together with. .his ' signatukt! ',acrdss the ,, 
a 
- . face .of. the note. . This make$ the bank- r&spbn$iblk: for pay* -; 
1 n&t .and the. note agkpkb1e in businesii trahkactiobs. with ' 
, . 
, 'prud&ce~ exeicised by the. 6mks in' not "acbeptiiq" notes, ofd . . 
ih& firms the practice facilitates busirkss, *, l o n i  as ' busi-* . 
I 
, ne$s runs noi;n;lally. . But here, too, .the: crisis, 'and ' th'el failure ' 
.. 
: ' r  
5- of maby firms to make good on thei? ,upon 'due .; 
- - . J '  datepi will- involve :the %anks , obligations for. such . pa& 
I I 
, ' * ?  .. 4 . , 1 
es when they are - ieast ' able' to meit thi*.' 
practices r 8  of the ,comker&al banks could be ' meitioikd : 
which tend t s  promote the smooth operation of businesk in 
normal times but which sometimes involves the' bank .in 
duties which are impossible to perform. ,Thesevare all con- 
' I  
,nected with the businks of keeping as large as possible the \ 
amount of the deposited furids loaned out and actually en- 
gaged in business and at the same time having these loans .so 
arranged that they c3n be called 
meet depositors' demand for cash. 
' Call  loans are made to stock 
tains a similar loan from anoth nk. But when the 
crisis is on with many loans calle no bank in position 
business firms and corpo- 
rations, given by the latter to.,banks or allied institutions 
in return for funds with which ' t o  finance their current .- 
operations." Part of this consists of loans by the deposit~ 
from ,their local banks, while part of . i t  takes a differen 
form and becomes classified, in' a stricter sense, : as co 
mercial. paper. Large firms are- sometimes, in need of 
rather large sums o f  money fof short periods. Large deal- 
% ers in farm commodities need more poney when crops are 
' 
d@$ready for marketing than at  other times of the year. *: 
0 ther firms are confronted. with similar conditions. The  
h-2% local banks -are usually not in a position to finance. such. 
. . l$rge, u n d e r t a k i n g  commercial paper house, similar tc .,-- 
.A an -investment bank, takes such loans and reissues them in 
small denominations of $1,000, ,$2,000, $5,000, eic., and 
sells these to commercial banks and others with liquid fund? 
ready for temporary rather than permanent investment. 
One thing in particular needs to be observed in relation - 
to the whole banking function : The  immediate depositing-of 
all funds received and the payment of-bills by the checking 
. method makes possible the building up of deposits and- loans 
in a much faster ratio than the increase-in actual cash money. 
A deposits $100, B.makes a loan'of the-same amount ,and 
makes a new depdsit with the loan. He' issues a check to 
C, who comes to the bank with it as a new deposit. In  
'this manher deposits and loans are built up while the actual 
cash remains a diminishing part. In  recent years the amount 
of deposits have been about ten times the actual amount of 
money in circulation. . . 
Thus it is reported that by the middle of 1937 money 
in circulation am-ounted to $6,447,000,000 and all monfy 
' outside of the U. S. Treasury, was $9,901,000,000. Deposits 
in banks, excluding government deposits. or redeposits by 
banks, amounted to $50,094,000,000. The  ability thus to 
make use of what is called depchit currency rather than 
actual money has greatly reduced the cost of financing the ' 
exchange of goods. But the clearing of checks or'the ability 
of banks to cancel checks against each other, without moving 
of funds at  all, 2s by far the greatest economizer in rpone- . 
tary affairs.. Thus in the city of New York alone there 
were $193,548,000,000 "cleared" in 1936. and for 164. 
cities the total clearihgs for that year amounted to $326,- 
823,000,000. 
\. We have observed hok  the early crude beginnin$ of 
' 
trade were gradually' being facilitated, by the use of one 
commodity functioning as a medium of exchange. W e  have 
seen how .the precious metals excluded other less suitabld 
arti'cles as the money co&odity, how the precious metals 
cameJto be represented by paper money, how paper money 
48 
gradually. became 'representatives of other evidence of 
wealth, besides . gold, such as commercial paper and 
even government debt, as long as the latter remains within 
the bounds of the taxing powers of such governments. 
Now we have further &en how mere bookeeping replaces ,the 
use of m y  money in the vast. majority of larger transac- 
tions. But experience continues forcefully to bring to every- 
body's attention the fact that the development in the me 
dium .of exchange has not cured the serious defects in the 
econumic system, particuJw1y, is this true of the commercial 
crisis and depressions from which not only America but the 
whole capitalist world priodicaily suffers with increasing 
intensity. 
One of the apparent outstanding defects of the monetary 
and banking system has been its inelasticity. This defeet 
is feIt in various ways and in various degrees. I n  periods 
of prosperity, when most business is flourishing and ex- 
panding; many concerns areaeking loans and interest rates 
tend to rise. This seems very desirable to the investing 
section of the population. Their money brings them greater 
returns. But to those who have to borrow money in order 
to carry on their business, particularly the least successful, 
it seems that interest charges eat up all profits and at times 
causes bankruptcy. This gives rise to the demand for 
cheaper money. The  fact that cheaper available loan capi- 
tal would cause more investment in business undertakings, 
and hence more glutting of commodity markets, seems to 
be overlooked. 
It is, however, at the further turn of the business qcle, 
when the market begins to be glutted, when the selling 
process slows up and short time borrowers are unable to 
meet obligations on time and therefore in need of more 
temporary loans, that the inadequacy of the monetary sys- 
tem appears at its worst. At such periods, temporary de- 
positing of funds slows up. Withdrawals become more 
numerous. Obligations on loans are not met on time. 
The  funds available for lending are exhausted. Soon funds 
available for withdrawals are gone and the panic is on. 
Usually when such periods approach, the larger banks, hav- 
ing a broader view of the business conditions, begin to \ 
tighten up on their lending policies, first as a measure of 
self-preservation. T h e  tighter money market puts many 
firms in immediate financial trouble. It gives the ap- 
pearance that the large banks deliberately brought on the 
crisis. The news of money stringency soon spreads and 
people begin to "run" to the banks for their deposits, not 
merely for their immediate needs but in order to protect 
their funds. Bank doors have to close, loans are called but 
the possibility of collecting has diminished. Foreclosure 
sales become an inadequate remedy because of lack of 
buyers. Now the question of reserves is raised. 
Reserves are merely that portion of deposits held by banks 
ready for withdrawals. Held in bank vaults, it brings no 
interest. It is also money kept out of circulation and tends 
to create money shortage. In  normal times any reserve 
seems adequate. Deposits more than take care of withdraw- 
als. In times of crisis, reserves are always inadequate. The 
Federal Reserve Bank system was a national pooling of 
yeserve funds. It was supposed to do away with monetary 
crisis for all time. It did not. The  1929 crisis and the 
following depression years, with almost one-half of the 
nation's bank going into receivership, were the worst the 
country has witnessed. 
Among the f h t  acts of the Roosevelt Administration were 
those calculated to untangle the snarl into which the mone- 
tary system 'had fallen. Reducing the gold content of the, 
dollar, authorization of the printing of $3,000,000,000 in 
paper currency, liberalization of the regulations concerning 
paper eligible as backing, for currency, and particularly 
heavy government borrowing with its bonds available for 
paper currency backing, have tremendously increased the 
monetary s t d  of the naa96n. 
Into this general scheme far increasing the monetary 
stock, fitted the never wholly dead demand for a return 
of. silver as part of the nation's money. Ever since 1873 
when silver was- abandoned. for tbc single gold standard, 
silver mining campaniea,. together with the farmers and 
other people in debt, have demanded its return. At times 
it was made a major ;wlitical issue. : This demand was 
partially met by the Roomelt Administration, through the 
Silver Purchk Act which k a m e  part of the new monetary 
scheme. The act became law on June 19, 1934; I ts  purpose 
was proclaimed to be !'to raise the purchasing power of the 
East" and restnre ' .to effective usefulness "the monetary 
standard of more than half the population of the world." 
Back of the proclaimed benevolent purposes of the act 
was to be- noted a desire to remedy a few problems, more 
concretely tied up with the international commercial affairs 
of the nation. Great Britain had been "off the gold stand- 
ard" for some time and her lower valued pound sterling- 
seemed to gain back for her a certain amount of lost world 
trade. Japan, too, was expanding her foreign trade, while 
that of the U. S. was shrinking. The Silver purchase Act 
was "bound" to react against these countries, in favor of 
America, by greatly raising the purchasing power of their 
customers in its specific relation to American dollars. 
Besides these international effects proclaimed for the 
Silver purchase Act, its passage was a political compromise, 
with the loud and insistent demands of the ,farmefts and 
debtors generally, for cheaper money, which .dunand was 
linked up closely with the demand of the silver mining 
companies of the Southwest whose business war among the 
worst ruined in the country. 
The act directed the Treasury to purchase silver in the 
open market until one or the other of two objectives had 
been reached : (a) the acquisition of a st& of silver equal 
in value to one-third of the monetary gold or (b) the rise in 
the price of silver on the world market to $1.29 an ouncc 
T o  reach the first objective, the purchase of 1,300,000,000 
riunces of silver would be necessary, sad more if the gold 
stock continued to increase* Nobody knew when or if the 
second objective ~ u l d  be reached. T h e  price of silver at the 
time the act was passed was 45 cents an ounce. A rise to 
$1.29 would mean an advance af about 187 per cent. Up 
&I the end of 1935, some 775,000,000 omceci 'had been 
punchased at an. expense of $442,000,000, the 'price rose 
.from about 45 cents an ounce to 81 #cents and then dropped 
back to its former level when the purchase scheme was 
discontinued on the international \mp~rket. 
I 
Only one of the proclaimed or intended benefits from 
the act resulted. It proved a fine subsidy to the silver 
mining companies, but that was all. It did not "restore the 
monetary -standardn of the East. The sale of American 
made goods in the Orient did not increase. On the con- . 
trary, it proved to be a factor in forcing China to abandon 
its silver standard, and America's -trade with that country 
was cut about half. These contrary effects were no mys- 
tery to anyone understanding the workings of economic 
systems snd the true function of money. If China had been 
a country possessing or producing nothing but silver aad, 
$erefore, forced to purchase her supplies of neassititg from 
foreign sources, with. silver as her only means of purchase, 
the advance in the price of- silver would have been to her 
benefit. Each ounce of silver would have purchased mpre 
of the needed foreign goods. But China was not thps situ- 
ated. The people of China produce most of the things they 
need or use. A large portion of this is not even commercial- 
ized, it is produced directly for home consumption and is 
affected by weather conditions, rather than by monetary 
standards. The part that i s  commercialized or produced 
for the market is producd. by people who of necessity must 
., interest themselves in high prices. Cheaper foreign goods 
to than means "dumping.:.)' It muses slackening of busi- 
ness, bankruptcies, and un~mployment. But that was not all. 
. Silver being the basic monetary substance, its advance in 
value soon-caused silver bullion to be worth more than silver 
coin T h e  result was that individuals having silver coins 
would melt than down and sell the silver to speculatois 
who would finally ship it to the London market and realize 
a good profit from Uncle Sam's generous bidding. This 
rapid draining off of China's monetary stock caused such a 
crisis in her money system that the silver standard had to be 
abandoned and a semi or managed gold standard adopted. 
This new money was linked up with the English pound, 
thus facilitating closer business relations with Great Britain 
instead of the U. S.. Meanwhile the speculators who bought 
up the silver were mostly Japanese and much of their huge 
profits no doubt found its way in the form of taxes into 
the Japanese war chest and helped to extend Japan's mili- 
tary activities in north China. Of course after China had 
established her new monetary system silver became one of 
the ordinary commodities and could be sold to an advantage 
at  the high price. But the scheme was abandoned by Uncle 
Sam. d i 
Mexico and other countries using silver for their mone- 
tary base had experiences similar to China. As soon as 
the price of silver rose above 72 cents an ounce, the Mexi- 
can peso became worth more as bullion than as. coin, and 
the melting down process started. Mexico was then forced 
to change her monetary system and call in the outstanding 
old coins to avoid a complete monetary collapse. Mex'co, ' 
however, was compensated by the fact that her large silver 
mining business profited from thk higher prices. 
The advantage to a country's foreign trade in having 
"the value of its monetary unit reduced, relative to that 
of another country, has already been explained. When the 
I I Silver Purchase Act was passed, such a monetary war" 
had gone on between the United States and Great Britain. 
The dollar had again been tied to a definite quantity of 
gold, the pound had not. This gave the advantage to Great 
Britain 'for the time being. The  Silver Purchase Act would. 
enable the U. S. to purchase English pounds with American 
dollars, to the extent that such pounds could be used to pur- 
' 
chase silver on the London market. Such dealings tended to 
prevent the pound from falling relative to the dollar. 
Whether the advantage gained* in this respect compensated 
for the expense involved is another unsettled question. 
Buf the Silver Purchase Act was .supposed to do more. 
The Indian rupee is tied to the English pound at a certah 
rate and is therefore not based on silver. Silver, how- 
ever, is used as coins, and with the prevailing exchange 
rate between the pound and the dollar the silver in the 
rupee -becomes more 'valuable than its coin value, as soon 
as silver is worth $1.07 an ounce. It was figured that as 
soon as the price of silver went above this amount the 
rupee mould begin to be melted down and sold, under- 
mining the Indian monetary system and force Great Britain 
to stabilize 1ndia's currency. As it went, the silver purchase 
scheme was abandoned on the international market before 
the price 'reached the desired point, and this slam at  the 
English monetary system did not get under way as soon as 
the silver purchase scheme was abandoned, the price of silver 
went back to its former level. 
But the silver purchase scheme had established prosperity 
in the country's silver mining business. T o  abandon the 
scheme would cause a new and severe depression in this 
field. And so the government continued to buy domestic 
mined silver at an artificial price level. The country- was 
burdened with excess reserves which the government tried 
to diminish by raising legal reserve requirements and by, 
4 6 sterilizing" gold. Into this burdensome over-supply of money 
the silver from the mines of the Southwest continued to 
flow. The over-supply continued to keep interest rates 
low and borrowing rather easy when collateral or security 
was adequate, but it did not create a new market for the 
products of industry nor did it prevent the market from 
being glutted. 
The  "Great Depression" came to an abrupt ending. 
Monetary reforms and other governmental schemes had 
failed for a decade to bring back prosperitv and full em- 
ployment. The  growing world rivalry f or markets, sou rees 
of raw materials and spheres for capital investments burst 
all peace-time barriers. Appeasement could stretch no fur- 
ther. The  military machine blossomed forth into operation. 
Unemployment came to an end. Men were sought. America. 
like the rest of the capitalist nations, could now find a 
place for its people. Twelve million went into the armed 
forces to carry on the job of destruction. The rest: the old, 
the very young, the crippled, the women, all were fitted 
into the production end of the war machine. 
Money, so much in hiding for so long, became abundant 
over night. Production was doubled while the able bodied 
had stopped producing. The government, so hard pressed 
to find two or three billion dollars to finance unemploy- 
ment relief, now could find a hundred billion dollars a year 
to finance the war. In fact, .so well was the existing national 
monetary system functioning that no major monetary changes 
had to be made to carry out this enormous task. Between 
Pearl Harbor and V. J. Day, during a period of 1,346 days, 
the U. S. Government is reported to have spent $317 billion 
for war materials alone. That  would be at the rate of more 
than $235 million a day. 
While the government was spending money in almost ih- 
comprehensible amounts, ' the nation's population was also 
having more money to spend than ever before. National 
income, which was reported at $49 billion in 1934, advanced 
to $70 billion for 1939, amounted to $149 billion in 1943, 
and came close to $200 billion the following year. 
It is plain that these huge sums of money did not come 
into being just because somebody started a war. In  fact, 
the increase in the supply of money was but a fraction of 
the increase in business. The aforementioned banking and' 
bookkeeping -methods took care of the majar portion of all 
trmctions. 
46 True, there was a great increase in money in circula- 
tion" during the war years, from $8 billion in 1940 to $26 
billion in 1945. But, "money in circulation" is mostly 
money held our of circulation by individuals who for one 
reason or another do not sperid it orbbring it to- thei banks 
as fast as- they receive it. The real increase in money shews 
tself in increased bank deposits4which rose from8$60 billion 
n 1940 tci $127 billion in 1944. By V. J. $lay the deposits 
amounted -to more. than $1 50 billiol 
After the'. war came reconversion :th its problenla. 
Physical reconversion, the return to peace rime production, 
was, not so difficult. It came about quicker than most people - 
expected. But to satisfy the demand for peace time goods 
,I seems to take longer. Prices for goods climb. Workers'. 
wages, will-not advance at the same rate. Industrial strife 
increases. A peace time-boom is in the making. HOW can 
i~ l'ast? Will it be permanent? No, says the M a r ~ i a n  school: 
The higher prices made possible because of shortages will. 
* 
, stimulate business. It will also exhaust the war savings of 
the masses. It %ill bring about increased productive abilit 
at a time when cash consumer ability will - decline. ' Once 
more thg bodm 'is- the forerunner of the crisis. The in. 
creased supply of money, .the further advanced banking qnnd 
busiiness methods will. stand as helpless in the future-as they 
tion than the crisis or +hat America has! gone under the. 
name of panic. The.more recent term, depression, $eems to 
indicate not the doing away with the crisis but rather its 
perpetuation into a more regular part of economic life. Dif- 
erent ''explanations" of the crisis have brought to light. 
.alleg&d causes, from sun spots to lack of conf idencti, 
monteary defects to the greed of capitalists., Some of 
causes have been easier described'than remedied. With 
others,, like* monetary defects, cups have been attkmpted as ' ',' 
we have seen. L 
All these explanations, as well as the remedies suggested 
-and attempted, have been advanced by people who have had 
an interest in profitmaking and who therefore. have seen in  . 
the system of profitmaking nothing but the natural way of 
producing and  .distributing the good things of life. , The :.
'i' crisis to them is therefore either something unavoidable, the ,; 
passing of which must be awaited with patience, o r  it is duei 
\ * 
to minor d'efects which can *be remedied by this or that ; 
reform. . - 
' 7 , 1 
T o  those who see in profit making nothing but' a'human 
institution, the passing -away o5 which is as natural as its 
coming into lixistence, the crisis becomes a subject for more ; 
thorough scrutiny. The  modern capitalist system is of neces- 
-.: 
sity a system of profitmaking. Under it thegood things of 
A t ,, 
life are produced by wage workers whot are ,permitted to : ii 
, , , I  
work with. equipment and raw materials belonging to the r 
capitalists. The  finishdd products, thefefore also belong to , 
the Iattdr. With their wages, the workers buy part of their 
products. The  rest, the part that must go for replacement 
of wear and tear as well as the part .that constitutes the 
profits of I , thd I capitalists, remains . in their hands.' Repiace- 
., : me& .of worn out equipment creates no &&us problem on 
' ..the *hole. : The .mdd.ern credit and- monetary system f acili-' : 
'tat= the necessary exchanges among the dif f @rent capitalist 
. pioducers. The part *at is to make up the profits is. the , 
.part -that faces difficulty. A subdivision of this part must 
. . of . course be made. On& part of this surplus , goes . for the 'L 
living expense of the capitalists in their various deirees of ' 
'luxtwy. But the important part must go to expand the busi- 
' 
' ness. No business considers itself .in healthy condition, &desk . 
\ i t  can ,expand -from year to year. , Besides, competition which ' 
0 -  
I 
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+fo& . - i & , a continuow " technol~ogic~l development, also . ' . 
- decrees -that unless a busihess is ablk to expand it soon be- 
.&omes so inf drior* to its neighbor co-mdetitor that it is *forced 
to the wall. . , In its ,early stagp, the capi~alist system found 
do.great obstacle to its .~~Gia! l  growth; T h e  more efficient 
. 'nietho'ds- of production made, competition with hand .pro- 
ducbrs- m easy task. ' If the fidd already. covered by the' new ' 
capitalist )method became - glutted -with commoditi-es a crisis - , 
. w ~ d d  accur, bui only to send, 'capitaliSG in search of new 
fields with prosdects of success. Sodn a .new -Cj,cle of pros- - 
perity .'would surpass the. la$t, one. _ ~ u t '  for each new cycle 
,. of. expangion the. f a a o q  coritributing to the coming of the A;- 
1 . n e t  crisis were increase4 while the factors contributin'g.to 
i t is liquidation in a' new period of'h;osperity were reduced. 
- &&h respective cycle brought .fo& rnoke productive abil- ' 
'ity, more capi61 l@ m ~ i ~ , s u r ~ l o s  created but-with a dimi- 
hishi& field into which to 'capand. On the industigal field, 
t h i ~  part of the syrpl& iifipears in the capital field.: 
the building of new factories, new machinery, new transpbr-, -. 
tarion lines and equipment; aew communications facilities, 
etc, . --In the f iela of - money this part ' . ac&mulated in , the 
savini{.-baidcs , - and investment banks of the cdutitry. . 
- ,  $ 
. . 
Whenever established industries ' are: kept busy and their 
pr6tfucts absorbed by the'marht, the cornmereid bangs, are - 
able to 2 hahdle - the monetiry end' of distribution- with ease. ' 
Profits are h e n  large, the field is favorable for ex*ansion, 
the investment-.baiks can find clients. who want to expand. 
and savings accounts find . emp~byment. As the new .equip-. 
. - mknt :is cpmpleted it begins to functioli, creating new pro- 
dues  and new profits which will- more than take .care af , 
- obligatidps at the 'investment .banks,,.Finally the market is 2 - 
oversupplied, established industries are forced to close, sonic - 
altogethki,, others, partially. G e s  on the market start to ' - 
- .  
? # . - 
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. Wholesalers a<d ketailers -Like hiye: . 
finandal obligations, b i n g  due ' beforer .they are able to . - >a 
meet, tbem. Commercial, banks begin to face difficulty. ! Jn- ' ' ,  
dusky itid equipment partially and wholly idle are nut able1 ' 
to meet, obligations -at the investment h o u k  The ,whole 
banking system is thrown out of gear bquse  activity ?.id 
prosperity, expansion, has come to a close, and the rea 
es on a tviro fold character:' 1. With existini induc 
nable -to find a market for the ,of full caGaci1 
tivity, there is no longer ,the incentive for nek 'e: )arc: 
With +industries partly idle, financial returnia $re s6 c 
&led that little new cap;tal- becorn- available. for in* 
nt. Lack of funds r to stand in' the way fa 
gyfq ~:;,;.:~>;,;~;dJ$;;+~;~~&4j$~{;~i; ns and new activi 
:* :%&: - 1 .  , , :;!; ,+k;:;- . ,,*A ,+&Zi; !$4$$> * ,$$ 
eai&hile the m &tfb&$'&fl&eht Lh4t *&&talisrr . 
built has become geared for &AS production ofthk g6od 
thjngs of life. The wbrking class bas learhed ' *to operate 
mass production of the good things of life. -The working 
. ' class has learned to operate mass ,production industry a d  
, the -king class is in need of the products. Profitmaking 
has developed into a shackle for further industrial develop- 
menk But profit making does not benefit the working cl&s~; 
at class alone can kee ind 
abundawe of industry 
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Cou*& of the -- . >  , . , 
United States 
f 
For over a century the Supreme Court of the United State. 
has towered aloft in omnipotent sway over all other insti- 
tutions. &salute and final, its decrees have gone deep into 
the history of the nation and have had their mighty effect 
upon the wars of the classes.. This book is a comprehensive 
history of the development of capitalist resources, ,po*er and 
tactics, and of the great and continuing conflict of classes. 
It reveals the true sources of the primitive accumulation of 
wealth which, beginning with the appropriation of land, and - 
the di8posseuion of the workers, has extended to the elabo- 
rate forms of capitalistic power existing .today. 
'", 
Palpably, a dominant class must have some supreme mati- , 
tution through which- it can express its consecutive demand. 
- and enforce its will. In the United State. .the one all-potent 
institution automatically responding to - thcse demands and 
enforcing them has been the Supreme Court. Vested with- 
'dbsolute and unappealable power, it has been- able, with a 
marvelously ad,aptable flexibility, to transmute that wit1 not 
merely into law but into action. This History of the Supreme 
Court, being a narrative of the deeds of the-chief bulwark of 
capitalism, constitutes at the same time the best history of 
the United §t;teq that hd. yet appeared: One farg= voI-un~t. - -  - -  
823 phges, $3.00 . 
CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY 
CO-OPERATIVE PUBLISHERS, CHICAGO > 
I ? . 
CAPITAL 
A Critique of Political Economy 
By ~ a r f  Marx 
g 
-1 ~ h i a  work' is. beyond cornpariuon the greateut of dl 
$8; Sacialist book.. It is a scientific analyais of the aociety .in 
which we live, showing the preciw method by which the 
capitalists grow rich at the expense of the wage-workert.- 
4gpJ VOLUME I, entitled '4The ~ r o c & a  of Capitalist Produc. . --.- *v ' 
tion," is practically complete in itself. It explailu the thing 
which, up to the time that Marx came on the scene, had 
confused all the economist., namely, Surplm Value. It u- 
plains exactly how the capitalist extracts hiu profits. This 
volume might be called the keyatone of the Socidirt arch. 
869 pager, $4.00 
VOLUME 11. 'The Procem of CtcuIatiom of Capitd," 
uplaina the part that the merchant and the banker play in 
the present system,. and the lawa that govern aocial capital. 
Unravels knots in which previouu wri ter  .had become en- 
tenglad. 6 1 8 page., $4.00 
VOLUME 111, in some reupacts the most interesting of aI1, 
treat. of "The Process of Capitalist Production as a Whole." 
Predicts the Rise- of TN& and makes clear the Cause of 
Panics and Industrial Crises. Shows how the small cagitaliht is 
rwallowed. Explains for all time the uubjects of Land. Rent 
and Farming. 1,048 pager, $4.00. 
The complete work sells for $12.00, and contains over 
2,500 large pages, in three handsome volumes, bound in 
cloth and- stamped in gold. Any capitalist publishing house 
would charge at  least double our price. Ours is a socialist 
co-operative house, owned by three thousand comrades who 
expect no dividends but have subscribed for shares to make 
possible the circulation of the- best socialist literature a t  the 
lowest possible prices. Ask for catalog. 
CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY 
Herr Ezlge:re Diihrhy's - y z  R euoZz4tion i n  Sciezce 
By Frederick Engets.,, 
1 c:,.!' 
ypg h contaim "The Mmh" ur~d the iruthr9s mtmd~set&p;r 
p++@ &a "So rialism, Utopidn *atid Sc-ihntific" a?&$ . 
Part I treats with Philosophy, giving the most cornpie 
hensive statement of Marx and-Engels witharegard to this 
question than pywhere, else in &iir published writings. . 
Part II is, in effect, an outline and introduction .to the 4 
three volumes of Capital, along with interesting d& 
the force theory and warfare and militarism. Part 111 .x-, * :  - 
YpIains the basis of modern socialism in its entire ran9  ,; 
blof ro ram, strategy and tactics. $ p g  p;;.j 4 .. , . "" AntiGhring is the only work  omp pressing into one '
volume the Manrim world-outlook in its %relation to the 
various fields of -ledge and science and the socieG of 
the future. Engds says of this .work: "1- had to treat of. 
all k d  every possible subject, from the concepts of time. 
and space to bimetallism; from the eternity of matter and 
motion to the .perishable nature of mdral id'eas; from Dmf- 
win's natural selection to the education of youth in a future -:'- 
s e t ~ .  'Anyhow, the systematic comgrehensiveness of my .- <'
opponent gave me the opportunity of developing, in oppo- - 
sition to him, and -in a more connected form than hadpe- 
visusly b& done, the views held by Mirx and, myself an 
. this great 'variety of subjects. And that was the principal : 
reason which made me undertake .this otherwise ungr 
task." Price, postpaid, 
'I 
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